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ABSTRACT 

This annual report covers work performed in the first year of research on Clean Ferrous 
Casting Technology Research. During this year the causes of penetration of cast iron in 
sand molds were defined and a program which predicts the occurrence of penetration was 
written and verified in commercial foundries. Calculations were made to size a reaction 
chamber to remove inclusions from liquid steel using electromagnetic force and the 
chamber was built. Finally, significant progress was made in establishing pouring 
practices which avoid re-oxidation of steel during pouring; application of revised pouring 
practices have led to reduced inclusion levels in commercially poured steel castings. 
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In 1981, the Steel Fomders' Society Quality Task Force 
identified oxide macroinclusions as the number one customer complaint 
when machining steel castings. In 1991, SFSA technical committees 
again identified clean steel as a major competitive need for the steel 
casting industry. 

In response to customer needs for more machinable castings, the 
Steel Founders' Society established a program to determine if some 
practical approaches could be devised to improve metal cleanliness. 

The overall objective of thLs program is to enhance the 
competitiveness of the U. S. metal casting industry by performing 
research that leads to pro6uction of higher quality castings at a 
commercially competitive price, while at the same time meeting all of 
the environmental and safety regulations. 

The objective of this project is to demonstrate technologies that 
can deliver clean steel froin the furnace to the casti'ng cavity. A . 
number of candidate technologies will be evaluated. 

The tasks in the project are outlined as follows: 

1. 
flow, and reoxidat ion duricg pouring. 

Modeling pouring of steel to understand turbulence, fluid 

2. Conducting casting trids with the casting weights up to 250 
pounds using conventional lip pour ladles. 

3 .  Conducting casting trials wi.th casting weights over 500 lbs 
using stream shrouding. 

4 .  Conducting castiq trials using special techniques, such as 
vacuum-assisted pouring. 

5. Developing a dara b a s  on clealiness and defects in steel 
castings using samples provided by participating steel foundries. 

6. 
steel casting industry through csetings, seminars, and technical 
papers. 

Transferring ths tec-iology being developed to the U.S. 
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The focus of research and process evaluation in the past year has 
been on water modeling of different methods of pouring metal to find 
methods that minimize air entrainment, conducting plant trials to 
evaluate commercially available filters for their ability to minimize 
debris in castings and organizing additional plant trials to evaluate 
shrouded pouring and heat-to-heat effects on metal cleanliness. 

The significant accomplishments of the past year are summarized 
as follows: 

Water Modeling Laboratory Results 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Ladle lip design was found to significantly influence air 
entrainment. 

A quadrant ladle was found to entrain significantly less air 
compared to the two commercial ladle liners. 

Water modeling of two gating systems produced results which 
paralleled the results in casting trials with the same 
gating systems. 
increased from 0.16 cubic feet to 0.30 cubic feet when the 
runner system was changed. The amount of oxide debris in 
commercial castings increased from 16.2 to 34.9 inches when 
the runner system was changed on the same casting. These 
results indicate that when properly conducted, water 
modeling can be a predictor of oxidation during pouring. 

Air entrainment in the water model 

Steel Foundry Casting Results 

1. 

2. 

3 .  

A series of experiments have been completed on filtration of 
stainless steel. Filtration reduced the cleaning room time 
by about 60% and the weld repair time by &out 65%. 

The use of filters saved the foundry about $985 per casting. 

Approximately thirty defects from eight foundries have been 
submitted for analysis. The defects are being examined and 
the results provided to sponsor companies. 
results obtained was given at a recent meeting of steel 
foundrymen and will be provided in the next annual report. 

A summary of the 

A more descriptive summary of the results obtained in the past 
year is provided in the following sections of this rsport. 
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WATER MODELING OF STEEL POURING PRACTICES 

Water modeling experiments were conducted to explore methods for 
minimizing air entrainment during pouring of steel. 
studies at both the University of Toronto and the University of 
Alabama at Birmingham have shown clear differences in air entrainment 
when pouring from bottom pour and lip pour ladles.(l-3) 
obtained in bottom pour water modeling trials conducted at Southern 
Research correlated well with casting results obtained in a commercial 
steel foundry using standard and cruciform nozzles.(4) 

Water modeling 

The results 

A careful search and analysis of the water modeling literature 
was presented at the 1992 SFSA T & 0 Conference. (5) 
provided a thorough review of water modeling literature and a 
theoretical foundation for analog modeling. 
water is a useable fluid for modeling the flow of steel because of a 
close similarity in kinematic viscosities of the two liquids. 
similarity permits Reynolds number matching in one-to-one scale 
models. 
conditions similar to those of liquid steel. 

This analysis 

The study showed that 

This 

In simple terms, a full-scale water model will have flow 

The largest uncertainty in water modeling lies in surface tension 
effects which are described by the Weber Number. By converting the 
Weber Number to the llZ1l parameter, the inertial effects found in 
specific velocity and length terms are replaced entirely with fluid 
properties, independent of flow conditions. 
data available, the Z parameter for room temperature water is 
approximately equal (within a factor of two) to that of steel, 
assuming that a thin film of FeO exists at the air-liquid 
steel interface. (5) 

Using the best published 

Air entrainment rates are a function of boundary geometries, 
fluid flow characteristics, fluid properties, and the availability of 
air. 
function of the Reynolds, Froude, Weber, and Euler numbers when there 
are constant geometric ratios. 
approximately maintained, the literature indicates that air 
entrainment rates during steel flow can be modeled with reasonable 
accuracy using water under similar pouring conditions. 

Similitude permits air entrainment rates to be expressed as a 

Since these ratios can be 
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Emerimental Investiaation 

The objective of the analog water modelixg is to measure the 
amount of air entrained during pouring from different types of ladles. 
The principles found in the modeling literature were used in 
developing the water model apparatus, designizg the experimental 
matrices, and conducting trials using bottom ?our, teapot, and 
quadrant pour ladles. 

Potential Air Entrainment Factors 

Most potential factors affecting air entrainment are related to: 

(1) The way metal is delivered to the mold (pouring system), and 

(2) the way metal is received by and fills the mold (the 
sprue/runner/gating system) . 

The velocity and flow characteristics of liquid metal influence 
aspiration of air down the sprue, mixing of air and liquid in the 
rumer, the jetting action of metal as it enttrs the mold cavity, and 
mixing of the metal with air as the mold cavity fills. 
entrainment increases the amount of metal exposed to atmospheric 
oxysen . 

Air 

Some factors influencing the amount of air eEtrained during 
bottom pouring are illustrated in Figure 1. 
ladle and the distance between the ladle and the mold affect the 
liquid velocity and stream impingement velocizy in the sprue. 
nozzle opening in a bottom pour ladle has a significant effect because 
it controls the stream surface area and pourizg time. StopDer opening 
affects stream fragmentation. 
surface roughness of the metal stream. 

Tie liquid height in the 

The 

Nozzle and.sto;ger shape affect the 

The size, shape, znd orientation of the 2ourhg basin may affect 
the amount of entrainment that occurs as the flow impacts the basin 
and is directed into the downsprue. Sprue leqth, shape, a d  
orientation affect the flow characteristics 05 the liquid from the 
pouring basin to the mold. 
havs an effect by influencing the stream jettbg behavior as the 
strsam leaves the runner and enters the mold cavity. 
lisced in Figure 1 may also contribute to a i r  entrainment a d  surface 
oxidation. 

The gating ratio a d  illgate velocity may 

Other factors 
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Similar variables influence the amount of air entrained when 
The distance of the ladle lip pouring from otksr types of ladles. 

from the pouring basin, geometry of the ladle lip, pouring basin 
geometry, sprue height and geometry, and the runner and ingate 
geometry may hat-= significant effects. 
have an effect because it influences flow volume and stream shape as 
the metal leaves the ladle spout. 

The rate of ladle tilt may 

In general, pouring with low metal head pressures, pouring 
through unflared bottom pour nozzles, and pouring with compact, 
smooth-flowing streams with minimum impingement velocities are thought 
to minimize air entrainment and the reoxidation which results from 
entrainment. 

Ladle and Mold Eox 

An experimtntal 20 inch square by 26 inch deep bottom pour ladle 
was constructed in which commercial or experimental nozzles could be 
mounted. A nozzle could be replaced by removing the mounting ring, 
replacing the sealing compound, and inserting a new nozzle with its 
mounting ring. The effective volume of water above the stopper and 
nozzle contact line was approximately 4 cubic feet providing an 
equivalent stet: capacity of about 2000 lbs. 

The mold iato which water was poured consisted of an acrylic box 
cavity with inside &mensions of 18" x 18" x 36". The mold box was 
drained by a btll valve located on the bottom, and air was vented from 
the cope surface of the mold box into a gas collection system. 

The mold b ~ x  had a removable top plate through which various 
sprues could be inserted either vertically or at an angle (tilted). 
Commercial sand sprrzss were obtained and sealed with a thin layer of 
wax to prevent h-ater degradation. 
support ring, z d  the ring filled with wax to form an airtight seal. 
A mounting plate surrounded each supporting ring enabling the entire 
sprue assembly -0 be mounted on the mold box using screws. 
seal between t k  mold box top and the mounting plate prevented air 
leakage from tkt mold during pouring. 

Each sprue was then seated in a 

An O-ring 
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Cpllection and Measurement of Entrained Air 

During pouring, water from the ladle and air entrained by the 
water entered the mold box. 
caused an equal volume of air to be displaced from the box. 
entrained air and the air displaced exited the box through a vent and 
was collected in a sealed bag. 
completed, the mold was isolated and the total volume of air in the 
collection bag was determined by pumping the air from the bag through 
a precision wet test meter. 
the displaced air volume (determined froia the volume of water poured) 
provided a direct measure of the volume of entrained air. 

The water collected in the mold box and 
The 

After a pouring experiment was 

The total volume of air collected minus 

To correct for slight variations in the volume of water poured 
in different experiments, the volume of entrained air was divided by 
the volume of water poured. 
entrainment ratio defined as the cubic feet (cf) of air entrained per 
cf of liquid poured. 

This calculation provided an air 

Emerimental Variables 

Experiments were conducted with bottom, teapot, and quadrant pour 

The primary thrust of the effort was to 
ladles to evaluate the effect of specific variables on the volume of 
air entrained during pouring. 
determine the effect of normal foundry pouring variations on 
air entrainment. 

Transmission Case Water Modelincr Emerimmt 

Casting trials were conducted earlier at a commercial steel 
foundry to evaluate pouring techniques z d  thsir relation to casting 
cleanliness.(4) In these trial, cleanlinsss &ta was collected on 39 
transmission case castings poured from 16 heats. 
the gating system was redesigned, and the run- Tsr diameter was 
increased from 2.5 inches to 3.5 inches co reeuce stream velocity in 
the runner. 
diameter gating systems are illustrated in Ficures 2 and 3 ,  
respectively . 

During the trial, 

The original 2.5 inch diamersr r i e r  and new 3.5 inch 

All castings were bottom-poured tkiough a 2% inch diameter 
downsprue. 
and thirty castings were ppured with the new sating design. 

Nine castings were poured using t k  original gating system 
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Casting cleanliness was determined by measuring the total linear 
inches of dirt on the casting surface after cleaning. 
summary of the linear dirt data for the transmission case is presented 
in Table I. Th= left data block contains casting statistics on the 
original runner design. The middle data block contains similar data 
on the new runnsr design, and the right block contains the summary 
statistics on all 39 castings from 16 heats. 
30.6 inches with a standard deviation of 14.7 inches in the entire 
transmission case data. 

A statistical 

The dirt length mean was 

A striking difference in dirt occurrence appeared in the gating 
system design statistics. 
in an average of 16.2 inches of dirt, while the new design resulted in 
an average of 34.9 inches of dirt. The spread in the data for the old 
design was also lower with a sample standard deviation of 5.2 inches, 
compared to 18.9 inches with the new design. 

The original gating system design resulted 

Water modeling trials were conducted to determine if a simulation 
of the gating systems would produce air entrainment volumes that would 
correlate to casting cleanliness. 
confirmation of the correlation between air entrainme'nt and casting 
cleanliness and the ability of laboratory water model experiments to 
predict reactions on the casting floor. 

These trials might also provide 

The original casting gating system had a 2% inch diameter 
downsprue with two 2% inch diameter horizontal runners. 
gating system had a 2% inch downsprue with two 3% inch runners plus an 
additional 90" turn. 

The new 

The simulated gating system designs for the water modeling trials 
are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 for the original and I1new1l gating 
systems, respectively. The gating systems were made with commercial 
PVC pipe. 
was mounted in the laboratory bottom pour ladle for the water modsling 
experiments. 

A 2 inch diameter nozzle and stopper head from the fou-n-dry 

The controlled variables in this trial were gating system design 
(original vs new) and stopper opening (fully open vs throttled). The 
test matrix was a full factorial orthagonal L4 with triplicate 
experiments for each condition. 
capacity and about one cubic foot of water poured during each test. 

The bottorn pour ladle was filled to 

The results obtained are presented in Table 11. This table lists 
the trial number, nozzle design, gating design, stopper opening, air 
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entrainment (corrected for one cubic foot of water), mean entrained 
air volume in triplicate experiments, standard deviation, and pouring 
times (corrected for one cubic foot of water). 

The analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the data is presented in 
Table 111. This table lists the variation source, sum of squares, 
degrees of freedom, variance, F-ratio, significance, and contribution. 
The Fisher ratio or F-ratio is a measure of the response of the factor 
compared to the error. The higher the F-ratio, the greater the 
probability that the factor is significant. The significance is a 
measure of the probability that the measured effect is a random event. 
The lower the significance number, the higher the probability that the 
variable really does influence air entrainment. The contribution is 
the percentage of the air entrainment variation accounted for by the 
particular variable. 

Stopper opening was the largest contributor to air entrainment 

Both 
and accounted for about 73% of the variation. Gating design was also 
important and accounted for about 22% of the air entrainment. 
variables had statistically significant effects. Interactions between 
stopper opening and gating design was not significant. 
residual accounted for about 5% of the variance. 

Error or 

The effect of stopper opening on air entrainment is illustrated 
Air entrainment approximately doubled when the stopper in Figure 6. 

was throttled compared to the fully opened nozzle. The effect of 
gating design on air entrainment is illustrated in Figure 7. The 
I1newl1 gating system increased air entrainment by about 50%, from 0.285 
to 0.415 cubic feet of air per cubic foot of water poured (cfa/cfw), 
compared to the original gating design. 

The volume of air entrained with the new sprue and runner system 
with a fully open nozzle gave an increase of about loo%, from 0.16 to 
0.30 cfa/cfw. This correlates well with the casting cleanliness data 
where the amount of dirt in the casting increased from 16.2 to 34.9 
inches after changing to the new system. 
diameter froin 2.5 inches to 3.5 inches znd the geometry changes made 
to reduce stream velocity caused a considerable increase in entrained 
air. 

The increase in runner 
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MODELING LIP POURING OF CASTINGS WEIGHING UP TO 250 LBS 

A set of water modeling experiments were conducted on several 
commercially available teapot and lip pour ladle liners. 
of these experiments was to identify designs or pouring techniques 
that can be used to reduce reoxidation during pouring of small 
castings (~250 lbs). The variables examined included sprue length, 
ladle design, lip shape, and sprue angle. 

The apparatus is schematically illustrated in Figure 8. 
was poured from experimental ladles through sprues that were 5.25 and 
10.25 inches long. 
lb teapot ladle liner with an extended lip. The slag dam was removed 
from the liner to allow a comparison of teapot and lip pour ladles 
while holding a constant lip geometry. 
approximately 3% inches from the cup during pouring. 
full at the start of all experiments and approximately one cubic foot 
of water was poured during each test. The experimental matrix had a 
full factorial orthagonal design with triplicate experiments in each 
condition. 
summarized in Table IV and the ANOVA results are presented in Table V. 
Changes in the ladle from a teapot to lip pour design had no effect on 
air eatrainment. Sprue length was significant, however, and accounted 
for &out 80% of the variation in air entrainment. Interactions 
betwesn ladle design and sprue length were not significant. 
accomted for about 20% of the variation. 

The purpose 

Water 

The initial ladle was a commercially available 500 

The ladle lip was kept 
The ladle was 

The experimental matrix and the results obtained are 

Error 

The effect of sprue length on air entrainment is illustrated in 
Figure 9. The 10.25 inch sprue length increased air entrainment to 
0.20 cfa/cfw compared to a value of 0.16 cf with a 5.25 inch long 
sprue. 
increased stream impingement velocity in the sprue well which, in 
turn, increased air entrainment. 

The increased drop height associated with the longer sprue 

Casting trials are now being planned to evaluate the results on 
This foundry has participated in similar foundry the found-?- floor. 

trials in the past and has developed a method of rating casthg 
clemliness. 
desi9 corngarison, vertical vs slanted sprue and ladle lip design. 

Varizbles to be examined include a teapot/lip ladle 
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FILTRATION OF CASTINGS WEIGHING OVER 500 LBS 

A trial was conducted at a participating foundry to evaluate the 
effect of filtration on the cleanliness and repair time associated 
with the production of stainless steel manifold. Cleaning room and 
weld repair time were used as indicators of casting cleanliness. 
purpose of this trial was to dete-ne the filter performance, the 
cleanliness of the resulting castings, and the potential economic 
benefits of a large steel casting. 
upper limit weight range of steel parts that can be successfully 
poured through filters. 

The 

The castings poured are near the 

Emerimental Procedure 

All of the parts were cast from 17-4 P3 stainless poured at 2900- 
2950°F. The steel was melted in a MgO/Al,03 lined induction furnace, 
and the molds were formed with fur--bonded silica s&nd. The pouring 
ladle was a 1000 lb bottom pour and the casting weight was 
approximately 900 lbs. 
filtered casting is illustrated in Zigure LO. Four ceramic 3" x 3 "  x 
l 1 I ,  15 ppi, foam filters were ased on each casthg. A tile downsprue 
with sand runners formed the sating system. The gating system for the 
unfiltered castings was similar excspt that 110 filters were placed in 
the filter prints. 

A schexatic of the gating system for the 

The castings were cleaned, emined, a d  gFven a first stage 
weld repair after shakeout. 
tested and radiographed and tBen given a second stage weld repair. 

%e castings were then'liquid penetrant 

The effectiveness of fizzration was Eetsured by reductions in 
both the cleaning room and weld repair time. 
first and second stage times assocFated wit: both cleaning and weld 
repair were added together. 

In this report, the 

The cleaning room and weld rEsair tirries f o r  the unfiltered and 
filtered castings is presentez in Tzbles VI and 711, respectively. 
The total time was summed, ax5 the results sre presented in the third 
column. 



A one way ANOVA analysis was performed to determine if there was 
a significant difference in cleanliness between the unfiltered and 
filtered castings. 
affect cleaning room time. The cleaning room time associated with 
both unfiltered and filtered castings are ilustrated in Sigure 11. 
Filtration reduced cleaning room time from about 26 hours for 
unfiltered castings to 10 hours for filtered castings. Assuming a 
cleaning room cost of $33/hour and subtracting the cost of the 
filters,,filtration results in a savings of approximately $530 per 
casting . 

There was a high probability that filtration did 

The effect of filtration on weld repair time was also very 
significant as illustrated in Figure 12.  Filtration recuced the 
average weld repair time from 11 hours to 4 hours for a 65% reduction. 
Using a cost of $37 per hour for weld repair, this translates into a 
savings of about $260 per casting. 

Filtration had a very significant effect on cleaniag room and 
weld repair time as illustrated in Figure 13. Filtration reduced 
total cleaning room and weld repair time by about 62% wkich translates 
to a savings of about $790 per casting. The cost of filters used with 
each casting was about $24. 
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STREAM SHROUDING DURING POURING OF 
CASTINGS WEIGHING OVER 250 LB 

Casting trials using stream shrouding are being finalized. 
higher metal velocity produced by a higher metallostatic head pressure 
is one of the drawbacks of shrouding. The high metal velocities 
increase metal turbulence and sand erosion during pouring. Ceramic 
filters in the shroud will be tested to determine if they will reduce 
metal velocity to produce a less turbulent mold fill. 
these shrouds from the manufacturer at this time. 

A 

We are awaiting 
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SPECIAL POURING ARRANGEMENTS 

A series of modeling experiments were conducted with a 
quadrant pour ladle and the results compared with those obtained using 
commercial teapot and lip pour ladles. 
the potential advantage that it tilts around the ladle spout, and the 
spout can be kept close to the mold if the sprue is near the edge of 
the mold. 

The quadrant pour ladle has 

All of the experiments were conducted using a 2 inch diameter 
vertical sprue with full ladles. 
design (lip vs teapot vs quadrant) and sprue length. 

The variable factors were ladle 

A quadrant pour ladle had a 60" arc and a back radius of 36  
inches. 
cubic feet (cf), equivalent to about 2000 lbs of steel. The lip shape 
was semicircular with a two inch radius. 
steel rod under the lip which was supported on two stands. 
conditions considered in the quadrant ladle pouring experiments are 
schematically illustrated in Figure 14, and the results are presented 
in Table VIII. 

This provided a ladle with a capacity of approximately 4 

The ladle pivoted around a 
The 

A summary analysis of the data is presented in Table IX. 
Variations in lip and ladle design from teapot to lip to quadrant 
accounted for 58% of the variance in air entrainmellt and sprue length 
accounted for 30%. 
accounted for 10% of the variance in entrained air. 

Interactions of lip design with sprue length 

The effect of ladle/lip design on the volume of air entrained is 
The quadrant ladle prodcced the lowest air illustrated in Figure 15. 

entrainment with 0.125 cfa/cfw, followed by the 300 lb teapot ladle 
liner (0.16 cfa/cfw) and 500 lb lip pour ladle liner (0.18 cfa/cfw) . 
The effect of sprue length on air entrainment is illustrated in Figure 
16. As seen in previous experimental data, the lorrger sprue increased 
the volume of air entrained from 0.133 to 0.174 cfa/cfw. 
interactions of sprue length and ladle design is illustrated in Figure 
17. The increase in sprue length had a more dramatic effect on air 
entrained from the quadrant ladle than on the lip cr teapot ladles. 

The 

These trials show that lip design can have a significant effect 
on air entrainment. The semicircular lip on the Gadrant ladle 
produced less air entrainment than the commercial l i p  designs. 
Experiments to optimize the lip design for teapot, lip, and quadrant 
ladles are needed in the future. A series of castbg trials are being 
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developed at a participating foundry to compare the effect of a 
quadrant ladle to a teapot/lip ladle on casting cleanliness. 
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DATA BASE ON CASTIKG D E m C T S  

Approximately 30 production czsting defects have been 
received from eight different foundries. These defects are analyzed 
and are being provided to suppliers foE5ries. 
compiled into a written document in the rtxt year of the project. 

The results will be 

TECHNOLOGY TMA-SFER 

Three sponsor meetings have been hsld in Chicago and Birmingham 
during the last year to present the results znd receive guidance from 
the industrial sponsors. Three presentzcions were also made at the 
November 1994 SFSA T & 0 held in Chicago, Illinois. The presentations 
dealt with water modeling, high alloy filtration, and defect analysis. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In 1981, the Steel Founders' Society Quality Task Force 
identified oxide macroinclusions as the number one customer complaint 
when machining steel castings. In 1991, SFSA technical committees 
again identified clean steel as a major competitive need for the steel 
casting industry. 

In response to customer needs for more machinable castings, the 
Steel Founders' Society established a program to determine if some 
practical approaches could be devised to improve metal cleanliness. 

The overall objective of this program is to enhance the 
competitiveness of the U.S. metal casting industry by performing 
research that leads to production of higher quality castings at a 
commercially competitive price, while at the same time meeting all of 
the environmental and safety regulations. 

The objective of this project is to demonstrate technologies that 
can deliver clean steel from the furnace to the casting cavity. 
number of candidate technologies will be evaluated. 

A 

The tasks in the project are outlined as follows: 

1. Modeling pouring of steel to understand turbulence, fluid 
flow, and reoxidation during pouring. 

2. Conducting casting trials with the casting weights up to 250 
pounds using conventional lip pour ladles. 

3 .  Conducting casting trials with casting weights over 500 lbs 
using stream shrouding. 

4 .  Conducting casting trials using sDecial techniques, such as 
vacuum-assisted pouring. 

5. Developing a data base on cleanliness and defects in steel 
castings using samples provided by participating steel foundries. 
cleanliness and defects. 

6. Trznsferring the technology being developed to the U.S. 
steel casting industry through meetings, seminars, and technical 
papers. 
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The focus of research and process evaluation in the past year has 
been on water modeling different methods of pouring metal to find 
methods that minimize air entrainment, conducting plant trials to 
evaluate commerically available filters for their ability to minimize 
debris in castings and organizing additional plant trials to evaluate 
shrouded pouring and heat-to-heat effects on metal cleanliness. 

The significant accomplishments of the past year are summarized 
as follows: 

Water Modeling Laboratory Results 

1. 

2. 

3 .  

Ladle lip design was found to significantly influence air 
entrainment. 

A quadrant ladle was found to entrain significantly less air 
compared to the two commercial ladle liners. 

Water modeling of two gating systems produced results which 
paralleled the results in casting trials with the same 
gating systems. 
increased from 0.16 cubic feet to 0.30 cubic feet when the 
runner system was changed. 
commerical castings increased from 16.2 to 34.9 inches when 
the same runner system was changed on the casting. 
results indicate then when properly conducted, water 
modeling can be a predictor of oxidation during pouring. 

Air entrainment in the water model 

The amount of oxide debris in 

These 

Steel Foundry Casting Results 

1. 

2. 

3 .  

A series of experiments have been completed on filtration of 
stainless steel. 
by about 60% and the weld repair time by about 65%;. 

Filtration reduce the cleaning room time 

The use of filters saved the foundry about $985 per casting. 

Approximately thirty defects from eight foundries have been 
submitted for analysis. The defects are being examined and 
the results provided to sponsor companies. 
results obtained was given at a recent meeting of steel 
foundrpen and will be provided in the next annual report. 

A summary of the 

A more descriptive summary of the results obtained in the past 
year is provided in the following sections of this report. 
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Figure 1. Schematic of Possible Bottom Pouring Air Entrainment Factors. 
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Figure 3. Revised New Transmission Case Runner Design. 



TABLE I 

MACROINCLUSION STATISTICS FOR 4530# TRANSMISSION CASE 

Original Runner Deign 

n = 9  
Standard h = 4  
Nozzle x = 16.2 

3 = 5.2 
SS = 2.582 

New Runner Design 

n = 30 
h.= 12 
x = 34.9 
8 = 13.9 

SS = 42,226 

kr casting. 

Overall 
StatistiCS 

~~~ ~ 

n = 39 
h = 16 
z = 30.6 
8 = 14.7 

SS = 44.808 

Legend: n = number of castings per configuration 
h = number of heats per confi,ourtion 
x = mean hear inches of macroinclusions for configuration 
3 = sample standard deviation for configuration 
SS = sum of squares of macroinclusion linear inches, for configuration 
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TABLE 11 

EXPERIMENTAL MATRIX AND PIR ENTRaINMENT DATA 
WITH ORIGINAL AXID REVISED COATXNG RUNNER SYSTEMS 

' Air Pour 
Nozzle . Gate Stopper Entrainment Standard Time 

Trial Design Design Opening (corrected) Mean Deviation (corrected) 
(inches) (ftA3) (ftA3) (ftA3) 

1 2" ID Original Throttled . 0.4207 0.41 34 0.0344 8;OO 
Nozzle Gating 1 I4 0.376 8.00 

0.4436 .8.75 

N 2 2" ID Original Full 0.1 305 0.1 594 0.0321 3.50 
a Nozzle Gating 2 112 0.194 3.25 

0.1537 3.25 

3 2" ID "New" Throttled 0.5626 0.521 0 0.0427 7.75 
Nozzle Gating 1 I4 0.5232 8.00 

0.4773 8.25 

4 2" ID "New" Full 0.2938 0.3086 0.0128 3.50 
3.50 

0.3165 3.50 
Nozzio Gating 2 112 0.3154 

Table2.xls 



TABLE I11 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR ENTR.AINED.AIR WITH 
ORIGINAL AND REVISED CASTING RUNNER SYSTEMS 

Degrees ' Mean 
Variation Sum of of Square 
Source Squares Freedom (Variance) F:Ratio Significance Contribution 

(SS\ M (%) 

(main effects) 

Stopper Opening (SO) 0.1654166 1 0.1654166 155.595 0 73 
Gate Design (GD) 0.050661 1 0.050661 47.653 0.0001 22 

(interactions) 
0.0014986 I 0.001 4986 1.41 0.2692 - so GD 

Error (residual) 0.008505 a 0.0010631 5 

TOTAL 0.2260812 11 100 

0 missing values have been excluded. 
AI1 F-ratios are based on the residual mean square error. table3.xls 
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TABLE XV 
I 

EXPERIMENTAL MATRIX AND AIR ENTWiINMENT DATA OBTAINED 
WITH L I P  I1ND TEAPOT POURING LADLES 

Ladle 
Trial Design 

Ladle 
Depth 

Sprue 
Length 

Air 
Entrainment 
(corrected) Mean 

Standard 
Deviation 

Pour 
Time 

(corrected) 

1 Lip Full 5.25 
5.25 
5.25 

.0.1648 
0.1801 
0.1614 

0.1688 0.0100 33.75 
32.00 
31.50 

2 Lip Full 10.25 0.2047 
10.25 0.2100 
10.25 0.2007 

0.2051 0.0047 28.00 
28.00 
27.75 

3 Teapot Full 5.25 
5.25 
5.25 

0.1612 
0.1556 
0.1773 

0.1647 0.01 13 28.50 
30.00 
31.50 

4 Teapot Full 10.25 0.1 906 
10.25 0.2214 , 

10.25 0.2163 

0.2094 28.50 
‘ 29.25 

29.50 

0.0165 

table4.xls 
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TABLE V 

ANALYSIS O F  VARIANCE FOR ENTRAINED AIR WITH 
LTP AND TEAPOT LADLES 

Degrees Mean 
Variation Sum of of Square 
'Source Squares Freedom (Variance) F-Ratio Significance Contribution 

(main olfocts) 

1 0 0 0.9865 - 
Sprue Length (SL) 0.0049329 I 0.0049329 37.91 5 0.0003 80 
Ladle Design (LD) 0 

(interactions) 

5.25E-05 ' I , 5.25E-05 0.404 0.5496 - SL * LD 

Error (residual) 0.0010408 8 I .30E-O4 20 

TOTAL 0.0060263 I1  

0 missing values have been excluded. 
All F-ratios are based on the residual mean square error. 

100 

table5.xls 
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TABLE VI 

ZLEXNING AND WELD REPAIR TIME FOR UNFILTERED HIGH 
ALLOY STEEL MANIFOLD CASTINGS 

Casting 
Number Filter 

Total Total 
Cleaning Weld Total 

Time Time Time 
(hrs) (W (hW 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
I 1  
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

Number = 
Average = 
SD = 

Minimum = 
Maximum = 

23.03 
23.50 
28.90 
21.50 
23.20 
17.40 
30.57 
24.60 
17.50 
20.60 
32.60 
35.35 
19.02 
27.10 
23.20 
28.71 
29.1 8 
25.15 
21.77 
28.48 
22.87 
27.54 
28.60 
14.02 
33.02 
26.99 

26 
25.17 
5.20 
14.02 
35.35 

9.60 
11 -00 
13.40 
13.20 
1 1.40 
11.75 
10.20 
8.70 
8.10 
8.42 
15.90 
13.60 
6.40 
15.70 
9.30 
10.40 
12.00 
7.30 
5.80 
11.10 
10.60 
9.10 
14.90 
5.70 
15.60 
13.70 

26 
10.88 
3.02 
5.70 
15.90 

32.63 
34.50 
42.30 
34.70 
34.60 
29.15 
40.77 
33.30 

. 25.60 
29.02 
48.50 
48.95 
25.42 
42.80 
32.50 
39.1 1 
41.18 
32.45 
27.57 
39.58 
33.47 
36.64 
43.50 
19-72 
48.62 
40.69 

26 
36.05 
7.53 
19.72 
48.55 

35 



TABLE VI1 

CLEANING AND WELD REPAIR TIME FOR FILTERED 
HIGH ALLOY STEEL MANIFOLD CASTINGS 

Total Total 
Casting Cleaning Weld Total 
Number Filter Time Time Time 

(W (h=) (hrs) 

27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 

Y e s  
Yes 
Y e s  
Y e s  
Y e s  
Y e s  
Yes  
Y e s  
Y e s  
Y e s  
Y e s  
Y e s  
Y e s  
Y e s  
Y e s  
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Y e s  
Y e s  
Yes 
Y e s  
Y e s  

Number = 
Average  = 

S D  = 
Minimum = 
Maximum = 

10.82 
10.03 
7.1 0 
8.1 3 
10.09 
8.73 
I 1.09 
8.71 
8.94 
8.93 
7.77 
9.58 
11.15 
1 I .70 
9.04 
7.52 
8.77. 
15.75 
11.42 
17.87 
9.46 
11.55 
8.54 

23 
10.12 
2.51 
7.1 0 
17.87 

2.52 
2.92 
2.00 
2.48 
13.54 
I 1.23 
4.68 
1.90 
2.02 
2.53 
1.94 
4.1 6 
3.66 
2.49 
2.25 
1.86 
4.62 
3.66 
3.86 
6.87 
2.58 
1.67 
1 .I4 

23 
3.76 
3.03 
1.14 
13.54 

13.34 
12.95 
9.1 0 
10.61 
23.63 
19.96 
15.77 
10.61 
10.96 
I 1.46 
9.71 
13.74 
14.81 
14.19 
I 1.29 
9.38 
13.39 
19.41 
15.28 
24.74 
12.04 
13.22 
9.68 

23 
13.88 
4.33 
9.1 0 

24.74 

3 6  
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TABLE VI11 

EXPERIMENTAL MATRIX AND ENTRAINMENT DATA OBTAINED WITH 
QUADRANT ma TEAPOT LADLES 

Trial 
Ladle 
TY Pe 

Sprue 
Length 

Air 
Entrainment 
(corrected) Mean 

Pour 
Standard Time 

. Deviation (corrected) 

1 0.1616 0.0027 300 Ib. 10.25 0.1 599 . 38.00 
Teapot 10.25 0.1647 38.75 

10.25 0.1603 38.75 

2 300 Ib. 
Teapot 

' 5.25 
5.25 
5.25 

0.1475 
0.1489 
0.1456 

0.1473 0.0017 36.75 
34.50 
41.00 

3 500 Ib. 10.25 0.2047 

i 10.25 0.2007 
LIP 5 10.25 0.21 00 

0.2051 0.0047 28.00 
28.00 
27.75 

4 500 Ib. 
Lip 

5.25 
5.25 
5.25 

0.16?8 
0.1801 
0.1614 

0.1688 0.0100 33.75 
32.00 
31.50 

5 2000 Ib. 5.25 0.0847 0.0830 38.00 
Quadrant 5.25 0.0844 * 38.75 

5.25 0.0800 38.75 

0.0026 

6 2000 Ib. 
Quadrant 

10.25 
10.25 
10.25 

0.7498 
0.1476 
0.1635 

0.1536 0.0086 36.75 
34.50 
41 .OO 

table6.xls 
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TABLE IX 

&.. 
h, ’. 

ANALYSIS O F  VARIANCE FOR EHTRAINED AIR USING 
QUADRANT AND TEAPOT LADLES 

Degrees Mean 
Variation Sum of of Square 
’ Source Squares Freedom (Variance) F-Ratio Significance Contribution 

(SS) (v) (W 

(main effects) 

Lip Design (LD) 0.0141453 2 0.0070726 201.131 0.0000 58 
Sprue Length (SL) 0.0073488 I 0.0073488 208.983 0.0000 30 

(interactions) 

SL * LD 0.00241 13 2 0.0012056 34.285 0 10 

Error (residual) 0.000421973 12 0.0000352 2 

Total 0.0243273 17 100 

0 missing values have been excluded. 
All F-ratios are based on the residual mean square error. 
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1- INTRODUCTION: 

It is well recognized that inclusions in steel have a n  adverse effect on the 
mechanical properties and quality of steel castings. Although molten steel is 
treated prior to casting to improve melt cleanliness, still, the cleanliness levels in 
the final cast products are far below specifications for quality steel casting. Most 

'of the inclusions found in the final products are small ones, less than 100 
microns. This reflects the limitations of current purification technologies, such as 
filtration, degassing, and stirring systems, in removing small inclusions, which 
are generally difficult to remove within the time scale of the treatment process. 

Recently, there has been a surge of research on alternative purification 
methods for the production of clean castings. Electromagnetic separation offers 
a n  attractive approach for cleaning molten metals from all types of non-metallic 
inclusions, liquid and solid. Although this approach is being used for separation 
of minerals, the .application of this concept to molten metals is not straight 
forward one, mainly because of difficulties in developing a practical 
electromagnetic separation system for conducting materials. 

Recently, the principal investigator has proposed an inductively coupled 
electromagnetic separation system /l// for purification of moken metals. The 

I 
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feasibility of this process has already been proven for molten aluminum, both in 
the lab and in industry. The results of laboratory experiments show that 
inclusions larger than 10 m can be effectively removed from molten aluminum 
using relatively small field streno&, around 0.04 tesla. Dynamic tests trials at 
ALCOA research center were very encoura,oing. All inclusions above 40 m were 
removed from the melt flowing at a rate of 30 lb/min using an applied field of 

0.08 tesla. 

However, there are many unanswered questions regarding the 
application of this magnetic filtration process to molten steel. Because the 
electrical conductivity of steel is relatively small (three times smaller than 
aluminum) the force exerted on the particle by the applied magnetic field is 
expected to be somewhat small. As a result, the removal efficiency for any given 
inclusion size range will be less than that for aluminum. In principle, it is 
possible to overcome this problem by using higher magnetic fields; however, it 
must be accomplished within constraints of hardware availability of induction 
technology and of the range of flow rates of interest to steel industry. The 
objective of the current research project is to demonstrate the-feasibility of using 
electromagnetic forces to separate inclusions form molten steel. Towards this 
goal the work is divided into three principal tasks: 

I 

1. Design of a laboratory electromagnetic separator for molten steel 
2. Fabtication and installation of the system. 
3. Evaluation of the system performance. 

During the first year of the project si,dcant progress has been made in the 
first two areas. In the following, ice shall summarize the work done in these two 
areas. 

. 
2- DESIGN OF THE EMS LABORATORY SYSTEM 

Design of the electromagnetic separation element basically involves the 
design of the induction coil and the EM filter element. Design of these two 
components cannot be achieved by trial and error; without a computer-aided 
design tool, it is impossible to obtain the required electromagnetic forces for 
inclusion separation. Using the previously developed mathematical model of the 

2 



process/2/, extensive calculations have been carried out for the design of 
laboratory system. The design criteria are: 

1. Uniform force field distribution in the separation system 
2. The migration velocity of the inclusion is larger than 5 m / s .  
3. The maximum melt velocity in the separation chamber must be three 

. times less than the veloaty of inclusion particles. 

Because the coil current and frequency are not known a priori, additional 
analysis was carried out. In essence, it involves the solution of the 
electromagnetic field around a single particle in a n  infinite medium /3/. From 
the solution of the electric field around the particle, the electric current expressed 
in terms of current stream function is 

5 

functions, respectively. 

From Ampere’s law, the magnetic field around the particle is 

From equations (1) and (2) it is possible to express the electromagnetic separation 
force in terms of the applied magnetic field. This equation was used as a basis 
for estimating the coil current and frequency of the inductor. 

I 
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amplitude and phase angle of IJLI. 

Based on the above analysis and the numerical calculations, the optimal 
configuration of the inductor and the separation were devised. 

Figures 1 and 2 show the configuration of the coil devised for these 
experiments. In essence it is a water-cooled 20 turn two pardel plate inductor. 
Each plate is 10 inches long and 11 3/16 inches wide. The distance between the 
two plates is 10 inches, slightly larger than the width of the separation chamber. 
The calculated resistance and inductance of the coil are 0.04 Ohm and 78p Henry 
respectively. The water flow rate through the coil at 60 psi was estimated to be 
100 1 /min. Based on the electrical data and the water flow rate, the coil can carry 
electric current up to 1000 Amps per turn, which is three times the current 
needed for removal of inclusions larger than 20 microns. 

water in 
hollow copper 
tube  1 /2"X3/4" 

1 support Legs 

Figure 1. Sketch of Ucoil 
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Figure 2. Sktck of the mil Configuration 

Figures 3 to 4 show the design of the electromagneticseparation system. 
The size of the EM filter element, Figure 3, is relatively small, 8 X 7 X 3 inches. 
The filter elements comprised of four separation channels, with rectangular cross 
sectional area. The dimensions of the outer and inner channels are 1 X  1/4 and 
1/2 X 1/4, respedively. 

I 

8 " 

Side view 

2.5 " 

4.5 " 

1 " 

7- 

Top View 
Figure 3. Sketch of the EM filter element 
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Side view 

1 /2" 

1 .s" 

Figure 4. Sketch of the separation system 

3- FABRICATION AND INSTALLATION OF THE SYSTEM 

This task is almost completed. The EM filter element was chamber was 
fabricated by HI-TECH Ceramics h c .  It is made of zirconia reticulated ceramic 
filter. Processing of the baffle block involves depositing a ceramic slurry of 
zirconia and additives on a polyurethane foam precursor. The foam for the baffle 
block has a pore size of 65 ppi. After slurry deposition, the coated foam is dried. 
This is followed by intricate machining of the grooves and channels. The filter is 
then fired to over 1500OC to form a fully sintered ceramic product. 

I 

The Induction coil was fabricated at the University of Alabama. Because of 
the poor matching between the coil and the available 60Hz power supply 
assigned for the project, a new transformer was ordered and Installed. 

4. EVALUATION OF THE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE. 

The work on this task was initiated in mid November. At present we are 
exploring various techniques for incorporating non-metallic particles with 
uniform size particles in molten steel - 1%-hich is critical if quantitative data is to 

' be produced. 

, 
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1.0 EXECUTM SUMMARY 

Metal penetration defects in cast iron have accounted for a noticeable percentage of 
scrapped castings. Many of the theories and solutions proposed for prevention of metal 
penetration defects have been derived from research work on steel castings. The cast iron 
foundry industry has assumed that the fundamental principles for steel penetration defects are 
equally applicable for cast iron castings. However, this study has conclusively shown that steel 
and cast iron should be considered separately. 

In this study, the interfacial mold atmosphere was continuously monitored to determine 
the gas composition and rate of generation during gray iron casting. The major constituents of 
the mold atmosphere found were hydrogen and carbon monoxide. Additions of seacoal to the 
molding aggregate did not significantly alter the gas composition. Because of the high carbon 

.content of cast iron, any oxidizing gases K O ,  CO,, 0,) preferentially react with the dissolved 
carbon to form a reducing atmosphere at the casting interface. The reducing atmosphere 
,produced blankets the liquid metal and protects it from further oxidation. Therefore, oxidation of 
liquid iron, the fayalite reaction, and chemical penetration is impossible in cast iron. 

Since cast iron naturally provides a reducing atmosphere at the mold-metal interface, the 
effect of seacoal in decreasing the propensity of metal penetration is not due to formation of a 
reducing atmosphere. Instead, seacoal fills the void space between the sand grains by expanding 
and plastically deforming at high temperature. This obstructs any movement of liquid metal into 
the mold. 

The primary mechanism for metal penetration in cast iron castings is purely mechanical. 
Mechanical penetration can be subcategorized into three types, each operating at different stages 
of the mold filling-casting solidification cycle. The most prominent type is metallostatic 
penetration. It occurs after the mold is filled and stops when a thick solidified skin has formed. 
Metallostatic penetration is a function of the surface tension, contact angle, and ferrostatic 
height. The second mechanism is expansion penetration. This type of defect occurs during the 
late stages of eutectic solidification from the volumetric expansion of graphite if liquid is in 
contact with the mold wall. Progressive solidification is necessary for the prevention of type of 
defect. The final mechanism, dynamic penetration, occurs only during pouring. Excessive 
liquid metal velocity from the gates to the mold wall can cause the initial liquid to be forced into 
void space of the sand grains. 

The physics of liquid metal penetration can be described as a pressure balance between 
the dynamic pressure, metallostatic pressure, frictional pressure and capillary pressure at the 
mold-metal interface. It was established from the mechanical penetration model that penetration 
defects are a direct function of the surface energy properties between the metal and sand, the 
ferrostatic height, the density and packing of the molding aggregate, and the liquid metal velocity 
entering the casting cavity. A penetration index was derived from the pressure balance that can 
be used to assess the tendency for mechanical penetration. The penetration index is a ratio of the 
liquid metal processing conditions and the processing parameters of the mold Two castings of 
equal chemical composition but of different casting heights were used to verify the model. The 
penetration index accurately predicted the critical ferrostatic height required to cause mechanical 
penetration. This ratio can be used to assist and direct foundrymen in the necessary course of 
action to prevent liquid metal penetration. 
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Metal penetration defects from the expansion of graphite during solidification can occur. 
Expansion penetration is possible if a small pool of liquid is isolated in a hot spot region. If the 
feeding channels are blocked to this area, eutectic expansion of the graphite during solidification 
forces liquid into the void space between the sand grains. This type of defect can only be 
avoided if the casting design promotes progressive solidification. 

Metallostatic penetration is a function of the contact angle between the liquid metal and 
the mold. If the contact angle is less than go", then spontaneous penetration will occur. 
However, metallostatic penetration can still occur when the contact angle is greater than 90". 
This happens when the ferrostatic height exceeds the capillary pressure at the mold-metal 
interface. All foundry variables investigated in this study using the sessile drop method 
exhibited contact angles greater than 90". The following significant foundry variables for cast 
iron were identified 

0 An increase in the average grain diameter raises the propensity for liquid metal 
penetration. 

Lower superheat and pouring temperature reduces the tendency for metallostatic 
penetration. 

Additions of phosphorus and silicon have a positive effect in preventing metallostatic 
penetration while carbon, manganese, and sulfur showed a negative effect. 

Sand composition has little effect on metal penemtion. 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

The production of quality castings requires the casting surface to be smooth and free from 
defects. One type of defect is caused by metal penetration into the sandsmold. Although metal 
penetration has been extensively studied for over fifty years, it still accounts for $65,000,000 in 
scrap and rework costs in the cast metals industry. In 1989 the Mold/Metal Interface Committee 
(4-F) of the American Foundrymen's Society (AFS) began a new research project with The 
University of Alabama to determine definitively the causes of metal penetration in sand molds in 
ferrous castings. This program has in recent years been supported by AFS, the Department of 
Energy, and a consortium of foundries. This report summarizes the findings of this study. 

An extensive review of past research on the subject was published by AFS in 1989.1 A 
brief overview of the significant findings from this review is presented in Appendix A. Most 
research work on penetration has been performed on steel, and very little has been focused 
exclusively on cast iron. It has been assumed that the findings for steel apply equally to cast 
iron. As our research program propssed, it became clear to us that this assumption may not be 
necessarily true. For this reason, we have concentrated on cast iron in this investigation. The 
results which we present describe the fundamentals of penetration which we believe to be valid 
for all materials. However, they have been verified only for cast iron. Their extension to steel is 
the subject of ongoing research. 

3.0 FUNDAMENTALS OF LIQUID METAL PENETRATION IN SAiiD MOLDS. 

The fundamental conclusion from our work is that metal penetration can be analyzed and 
predicted by a simple pressure balance. In other words, liquid metal will flow into the sand 
gains when the pressure on it is greater than the pressure which resists the flow. The pressure 
balance at the interface is: 

Eq. 3.1 
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PSt = the pressure from the metallostatic head. 

PdP = the pressure resulting from dynamic forces exerted during pouring 

P,, = the pressure exerted by the expansion of eutectic graphite 

Pr = the capillary pressure in the interstices between the sand grains 

Pf = the pressure drop experienced by metal when it attempts to flow between sand grains 

P, =. the pressure which expanding gas in the mold exerts on metal attempting to 
penetrate the grains. 

This can be seen in Figure 3.1 

h 

LP 

fi Pf f p,, 
Y 

i PY 
Casting 
surface 

penetration 
front 

Figure 3.1. Pressure balance during metal penetration in the molding ag-bgate. 

We examined each of these terms separately, experimentally as well as analytically. The 
influence of each will be descnkd below. 

It will be noticed that we do not mention chemical penetration. Actually, as will be 
discussed later, chemical penetration is included in the frictional term. The important point is 
that this simple pressure balance appears to be all that is needed to describe the penetration 
process. 
3.1 Pd, Metallostatic Head 

metal in' the mold: 
The metallostatic head term is very simply the pressure exerted by the weight of the 

where p = the density of the alloy 

g = the acceleration due to gravity 

h = the height of the metal in the mold above the area where penetration is occurring. 

Experimental verification of this was simple: we poured castings of different heights and looked 
to see whether penetration consistently occurred above a critical height. It did, as will be 
discussed in a subsequent section. 
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This term goes to zero the instant that the casting forms a solid skin, because Iiquid is no longer 
in contact with the mold. 

What this means is that talI castings will tend to penetrate more than short castings. Tall risers 
also can contribute to penetration, because the total metallostatic head includes the casting height 
plus the riser height. Orienting castings in the mold so that their vertical dimension is less than 
their horizontal dimensions is therefore one method which helps reduce the probability of 
penetration. 

3.2. Pdyn, Dynamic Pressure 

This is the pressure exerted from the veIocity of the metal as it enters the mold during 
pouring. 

The velocity of the metal is found from Bernoulli's theorem, and depends on the pouring rate, the 
height of the sprue, the height of the metal above the sprue, the runner and gate diameters and 
design. Pdp goes to zero as soon as the mold is filled. 

What this means is that lower metal veldties during pouring are better than higher metal 
velocities. This is consistent with g o d  pouring and gating practice. One way to reduce the 
tendency for localized bum-in which is opposite a gate is to reduce the velocity of the metal 
entering the gate, which can be done by altering gating system dimensions. 

3.3 P, Expansion Pressure 

When cast iron solidifies, the graphite which forms at the end or solidification expands. 
The amount of expansion depends on the carbon content, as shown in Figure 3.2.2 This 
expansion is the reason that many iron castings can be made without risers: the shrinkage of the 
austenite phase is compensated for by the expansion of the graphite, and the resulting casting is 
sqund. However, as pointed out by Levelink and Julian3 the expansion of graphite can also 
cause penetration. 

To see how this could occur, consider a casting with an L-shaped section, as shown below: 

Because the internal comer holds heat, it solidifies last. In this case, when the casting is well 
over half solid, there is s t i l I  an area at the comer which is liquid. In castings that shrink on 
solidification, porosity would be expected to be found in this region if the casting were not 
properly nsered. Proper riser design means that the casting solidifies progressively, towards a 
source of liquid metal. 
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Figure 3.2. Volumetric Expansion of iron as a function of carbon concentration. For alloys 
containing greater than 2.1%C shows a decrease in volume contraction until 3.6%C 
is reached in which higher carbon concentrations exhibit volumetric expansion 
(Campell, 1990). 

However, if the alloy expands on solidification, as cast iron does, a different situation 
occurs. Now the expansion of the graphite squeezes metal out into the sand at the corner, 
producing penetration. Figure 3.3 shows the appearance of metal which is found at such a 
comer. Careful examination of the microstructure shows that the metal which has penetrated has 
the same graphite shape and distribution as that which remains in the casting. This shows that it 
solidified at the same time, not before. The penetrated metal was found in a comer of a casting 
produced by one of the program sponsors (see Figure 3.4). Note that the highlighted region of 
the casting shown in Figure 3.4 is the area with the highest modulus, and it corresponds to the 
area where penetration was found. A thermal analysis shows that there is no progressive 
solidification from the comer to a riser, and that the last metal to freeze will be in this comer. 

What this means is that the lack of progressive or directional solidification is the cause of 
penetration in many iron castings. When this type of penetration is found, it is important to 
provide directional solidification - i.e., a path of liquid metal connecting the area of penetration 
to a riser - so that the expanding graphite can squeeze liquid metal to the riser instead of into 
the sand, thus avoiding penetration. In other words, isolated areas of unfed liquid in cast iron are 
just as dangerous to casting quality as they are in steel, except that in steel they cause shrinkage 
defects, and in cast iron they cause penetration defects. This also explains why phosphorus 
additions decrease penetration. As the phosphorus content increases, graphite expansion 
decreases. Adding phosphorus can thus cause shrinkage, but stop penetration. 

This fact has not been sufficiently recognized kfore- Penetration in cast iron should be 
understood in this case to be caused by the same mechanism as shrinkage in steel: lack of a path 
for liquid metal to flow from the last area to solidify to a riser. These areas are easy to identify 
using any of the solidification software on the market today, or simply by comparing casting 
section moduli from the area of penetration to a riser. If th is comparison, or the software 
indicates an isolated area of liquid near a casting surface, the chances of penetration are high. 
The cure for penetration caused by expansion is to change the gating or (if necessary) the casting 
design so that there is a liquid path to a riser or gate and the casting solidifies directionally. 
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Figure 3.3. Metal penetration defect of a class 30 cast iron casting located in a concave zone. 
For this case, metal penetration was caused by expansion of graphite during eutectic 
growth. 

Figure 3.4. Photograph of a class 30 gray iron casting where metal penetration was observed on 
most castings produced. The penetrated zone was located in a concave area and in 
the largest modulus area in the casting. This casting was unique in that the total 
ferrostatic height for this casting was 7”. With this small metallostatic height, 
mechanical penetration was not the cause for this defect. The chemical analysis of 
this casting is 3.59%C-2.3 l%Si-0.499%Mn-0.068%P-O.l24%S. 
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The value of the P, at the mold/metaI interface is zero until the eutectic temperature is 
reached. It remains zero if there is a liquid metal path to the riser. 

3.4 P,, Gas Pressure 

When cast iron is poured into a green sand mold or a resin-bonded sand mold, the 
moisture or the resin decompose forming water vapor (in the case of green sand), or volatile 
organic compounds (in the case of resin-borided molds). It has been suggested that, because the 
gas is immediately heated by the hot metal, it will expand and exert a pressure in the mold which 
will oppose the pressure on the liquid metal. If this pressure is large enough, penetration should 
be avoided. 

To determine the magnitude of the pressure generated by the expanding gas during 
pouring, we placed a pressure probe in green sand molds and resin bonded sand molds, and 
recorded the pressure rise during pouring. The details are given in Appendices (C and D), which 
also describe the determination of the gas composition at the mold/metal interface. 

We found that the pressure rise in green sand molds is only 0.01 psig, and only 0.02 psig 
in resin-bonded sands. This pressure is not enough to resist penetration. This means that 
additions to the mold which decompose into gas phases are not of themselves sufficient to 
prevent penetration through the pressure exerted by the gas. 

3.5 Pf, Frictional Resistance to Fluid FIow between the Grains, and Py Capillary Resistance 

These two terms are combined, because they describe the ease or difficulty with which 
the metal can actually move through the sand. 

The interstices between sand grains in a mold are irregular, and hard to model. However, 
a sensible way to estimate the difficulty that the sand poses to metal flow is to recognize that 
compacted sand is a porous medium. A great deal of research has been done on the flow of 
liquids through porous media, and it has been found that Pf can be expressed as 

P 
K 

P, = -L,V, 

Here p is the viscosity of the liquid metal, K is the permeability of the molding sand, Lp is the 
length through which the liquid flows (in this case it is equal to the depth of penetration, as 
shown in Figure 3.1), and Vp is the speed with which the metal moves through the sand during 
penetration. 

The permeability is often measured experimentally. However, it may aIso be estimated 
by using the Blake-Kozeny equation: 

In this equation fd  is the fractional density of the molding sand, and d is the average grain 
diameter. The velocity of penetration is simply the distance the metal travels during penetration 
divided by the time it takes for the metal to freeze off in the sand. 

This shows that as the permeability increases, the frictional resistance to penemtion 
decreases. Increasing the sand grain size increases the permeability and the chance for burn-in, 
decreasing the sand grain size and packing it very tightly decreases the permeability of -the mold, 
and reduces the chance for penetration (this is why a facing sand is used in hand molding 
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operations). Increasing the fractional density of the sand mold (Le., ramming a harder mold) 
decreases the permeability of the sand, and increases its resistance to the flow of penetrating 
metal. 

Py describes the pressure needed to overcome the attraction or repulsion of the metal and 
the sand. A brief discussion on the fundamentals of surface chemistry pertaining to cast iron and 
the sessile drop method is presented in Appendix E. Py is evaluated by the following equation: 

Here d, is the diameter of an "equivalent capillary tube" which is substituted mathematically for 
the irregular shape of the interstices between the sand grains, and 8 is the contact angle between 
the metal and the sand mold. 

The contact angle can be determined experimentally. Its importance can be judged by the 
fact that if it is greater than 90' Pr resists penetration (in other words, Py now moves to the right 
hand side of equation 3.1). If, on the other hand, 0 is less than go", Py encourages penemtion. In 
this latter case, the metal is said to "wet" the mold. 

Because of the importance of this term, much of the experimental effort in this program 
was devoted to measuring contact angle for various combinations of mold and metal 
composition. The details of the techniques used for the measurement are given in Appendix F. 
The results of these experiments are summarized below (in reading these results, remember that 
increasing the contact angle is desirable, and that descreasing the contact angle should be 
avoided) : 

3.5.1 Sand Grain Size 

Measurements show that the contact angle between molten cast iron and silica sand 
increases as finer sand is used, as shown in Figure 3.5. As the grain diameter inmases (Le., as 
coarser sand is used), the surface roughness of the casting increases. The dependence of 8 on 
grain size expressed as the average grain diameter of the sand is: 

8 = Kd -Ad d i- Bd d2 

where Ad, B,, and Kd are constants. 

3.5.2 Type of Sand 

Sands other than silica sand are often used in steel casting to avoid penetration problems. 
However, they are not often used for cast iron. The effect of the type of sand used on the contact 
angle is shown in Figure 3.6, plotted against carbon equivalent. It is clear that whiIe the type of 
sand has a major effect on the contact angle in steel, there is little effect in cast iron. 
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Figure 3.5. Influence of grain size on contact angle 
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Figure 3.6. Influence of the carbon equivalent of Fe-C alloys on their contact angles on various 

It should be pointed out that zircon and chromite sand have higher thermal diffusivities 
than silica, and therefore will freeze a surface skin on the casting faster than silica. If the faster 
freezing time prevents penetration without causing chill or mottled iron, then their use to fight 
penetration might be beneficial. The use of these materials when they are finely divided (as they 
are in coatings) is also beneficial, because the very fine particles effectively make the average 

molding aggregates at 150°C superheat temperature. 
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sand p i n  size at the surface of the casting much finer (they fill in the spaces between the larger 
sand grains). As discussed above, this will increase the contact angle. However, switching to a 
more refractory (and more expensive) sand such as zircon or chromite will not generally solve a 
penetration problem in cast iron. 

35.3 Effect of Bentonite 

Because bentonite has a different chemical composition from that of silica sand, its effect 
on the contact angle was also investigated. The results are shown in Figure 3.7, in which the 
results were obtained at constant superheat. As the bentonite content of the sand is increased, the 
contact angle also increased. The increase in not large, however, and bentonite additions should 
not be made merely to attack a penetration problem. It is believed that bentonite fills in the 
spaces between the sand: as more bentonite is added, more spaces are filled. Its chemical 
composition does not appear to be a factor. 

0 2 4 6 8 10 

% Western Bentonite 

Fiagure 3.7. Influence of temperature and bentonite content of the silica sand on the contact angle 
of three types of Fe-C alloys. 

35.4 Effect of Pouring Temperature 

It is well established that the surface tension of liquid metal depends on its temperature. 
This is shown for cast iron in Figure 3.8. Higher pouring temperatures lower the contact angle, 
increasing the opportunity for penetration (they also increase the fluidity of the iron, which also 
encourages penetration). The effect of pouring temperature on the contact angle was found to be 

0 =IC, - &T - B T P  

where KT , AT, and & are constants. 

The proper pouring temperature is, of course, the lowest temperature which fills the casting 
without causing chill or mottled iron. As the research results show, this also minimizes 
penetration. 
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Figure 3.8. Contact angle of synthetic Fe-C-Si alloy on silica sand (AFS GFN 71) in argon 

3.5.6 Effect of Metal Composition and Temperature 

The chemical composition of the iron also affects the contact angle. Because cast iron 
contains a number of alloying additions, the effect is complex. The most efficient way to 
determine a quantitative relationship between contact angle and metal composition was to 
conduct a designed experiment, in which the contact angle was measured on heats having 
different compositions. Because temperature also affects contact angle, as shown above, it was 
included in the experimental design. 

Details of the design and the analysis are given in Appendix (G). The results obtained 
showed that the contact angle depends on composition and temperature as follows: 

atmosphere as a function of temperature. 

8 = K - A,*[%CJ - A,*[%Si] - A,*[%S] - A,*[%Mn] - As*[%P] + A6*T + B,*[%C*%Si] 
- B,*[%C*17 + B,*[%Si*%S] + B,*[%S*TJ + B,*[%Mn*%P] 

where [%C] = weight percent carbon 

[%Si] = weight percent silicon 

[%SI = weight percent sulfur 

[%Mn] = weight percent manganese 

[%PI = weight percent phosphorus 

T = superheat temperature 

and K is constant, A,-A, are the constants for the main effects, and B,-B5 are the constants for the 
interaction effects determined from the multiple regression model. In this case, R2 = 0.87, and 
RMS = 2.893. The model is thus considered to be a satisfactory representation of the 
relationship. 

3.5.7 Effect of Atmosphere at the Mold/Metal Interface 

All of the contact angle measurements gave contact angles greater than go", indicating 
that Liquid iron will not penetrate sand by itself. In other words, some sort of pressure (such as 
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metallostatic head or graphite expansion) must be applied to the liquid metal to make it flow into 
the sand and cause penetration defects. However, all of the contact angle measurements were 
made in argon, so the results are strictly valid only if castings are poured in argon. Since it has 
been shown4 that iron oxide easily penetrates sand, and iron castings are almost always poured in 
air, the obvious question is whether or not iron oxide is formed during the pouring of castings on 
the foundry floor. If it is, then Pr becomes positive, and now penetration is aided. In adhtion, 
chemical reactions may occur, which accelerate penetration. 

An oxidizing atmosphere can react with the mold and metal, changing their composition 
and properties. Chemical penetration occurs when the reaction products have a lower contact 
angle or enlarge the pore diameter. An oxidizing atmosphere is difficult to imagine when one 
looks at a freshly poured casting and sees flames shooting from ever). seam. Still, much of the 
previous research on penetration in steel castings implicated fayalite formation and we often 
mistakenly extrapolate this result to cast iron. 

The interfacial atmosphere was investigated to see if oxidizing conditions or high 
pressures could exist and how they might correlate to mold conditions and observation of 
penetration defects. The major differences between this and previous investigations are the focus 
on gray iron castings in green sand molds and the use of a statistically designed experiment. 
Also, the composition was measured with a mass spectrometer which allowed a virtually 
continuous measurement. 

The effect of several important foundry variables on the gas atmosphere was investigated 
to determine if the conditions for chemical penetration can exist The A F S  Mold-Metal Interface 
Committee recommended that the variables be pouring temperature and amounts of moisture, 
seacoal and cellulose in the sand. Their effect on the interfacial gas composition, temperature 
and pressure was measured in a two-level full factorial designed experiment. Design and 
discussion of the statistically designed experiments is given in Appendix D and the experimental 
method is presented in Appendix C. The casting surface was also inspected for penetration 
defects. 

Large volumes of gas are generated at the interface which could affect the pressure 
balance. Previous investigators reported little or no increase of gas pressure after pouring. 
However, it is commonly thought that large pressures can be generated The pressure never rose 
higher than 0.01 psig in any experiment, in agreement with previous investigators. 

Figure 3.9 and 3.10 shows the gas composition in a green sand mold without and with 
seacoal additions. Both figures represent the mold atmosphere composition generally 
encountered during the experiments. In Figure 3.9, the atmosphere was oxidizing enough for the 
first four minutes to react with pure iron when nocarbon was added to the mold. In Figure 3.10, 
the interfacial atmosphere was never oxidizing in experiments where carbon was added to the 
mold. However, no evidence of chemical penetration was found in any experiment. The main 
interfacial gases for all experiments were CO and %. N, and 0, originally at the interface were 
pushed out of the mold by large volumes of steam within two minutes of pouring. CO, and CH4 
were also formed in much smaller quantities. Some of the O2 may have also been removed by 
the reaction with the dissolved carbon in cast iron. 

The carbon in the gray iron protects the iron by oxidizing first. Ghorpade et al (1975) 
experimentally and theoretically demonstrated that the oxygen solubility concentration in cast 
iron ranges from 4-10 ppm for cast iron alloys. Clearly, at the casring interface, the oxygen 
saturation in cast iron is achieved rapidly from the diffusive dissolution of oxygen. The 
oxidation of carbon and reduction of silica in the liquid iron alloy ac the casting interface can 
occur by the following reaction: 

- C -t SiO, (s) =a + CO(g) 
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Figure 3.9. Gas composition in a mold without seacoal additions. 

Figure 3.10. Gas composition in a mold with 4.9% seacoal additions. 

Once the silica reduction stabilizes, oxygen will continue to diffuse into the surface and 
supersaturate the liquid iron. Dissolved oxygen and carbon will then react by the following 
reaction in the melt 

resulting in the release of CO from the casting interface. The reaction rate of carbon monoxide is 
dependent on the temperature of the interface, the diffusion of oxygen to the liquid metal 
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interface, the diffusion of carbon to the casting interface, and the comsumption of oxygen at the 
mold interface. 

, '  1 1  

To assess the influence of the oxygen potential in the atmosphere, an experiment was run 
using synthetic Fe-3.68%C-1.25%Si sessile drop on a silica sand 108 + 9% sodium bentonite 
substrate in a 5% 0,/95% Ar gas mixture. The furnace temperature was raised to 132OOC under 
an argon atmosphere for the duration of the heating cycle of the experiment. A photograph was 
taken when the temperature was stabilized to record the initial shape of the sessile drop. Then, 
oxygen was introduced into the argon stream and flushed into the reaction chamber for 2 minutes 
to stabilize the gas atmosphere at 5% 0,, after which the furnace was sealed. Fi-gure 3.11 shows 
the variation of the contact angle and oxygen concentration versus time. 
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Figure 3.11. Contact angle of synthetic Fe-3.68%C-1.25%Si alloy on silica sand 108+ 9% 

The sessile droplet experiment clearly indicates from monitoring the changes in the 
contact angle that the sacrificial removal of dissolved carbon from the liquid iron by oxygen does 
indeed occw. The contact angle decreased from the solutal reduction of dissolved carbon and an 
increase in the oxygen concentration as indicated during the first four minutes of Figure 3.11. 
After this time period, significant carbon monoxide boiling was observed in  addition to a 
decrease in the oxyren concentration. The reaction ceased by the solidification of the droplet 
after 50 minutes. Solidification commenced when the solidus temperature of the droplet from 
the depletion of dissolved carbon reached the same tempeature as that in the furnace chamber. 
This experiment conclusively supports the theory that carbon monoxide will form at the liquid 
cast iron interface when oxygen is present. Therefore, it is impossible for chemical penetration 
to occur for cast iron castings. 

3.5.7.1 Model of Transport and Reaction 

sodium bentonite in 95% argon + 5% oxygen atmosphere. 

A model of transport and reaction of chemicals in the interfacial region is developed here 
to answer the fundamental question of the mold-metal atmosphere tests: can there be chemical 
penemtion in green sand molds in casting gray iron? 

The designed experiments demonstrated that: 

a. Air was not detected after a few minutes. 

b. The major gases were always CO and H, and usually in a 1:l ratio. 
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CH, was produced in small quantities but in a larger moun t  when using the resin- 
bonded sand. 

C. 

d. CO, was also produced in small quantities but in a larger, transient amount when no 
carbon was added to the mold. 

e. The interfacial gas composition was fairly insensitive to the design variables. 

f. At higher temperatures the gas composition was close to that predicted by chemical 
equilibrium as shown in Appendix D.6. 

g. No metal penetration defects could be produced in these experiments. 

3.5.7.2 Proposed Sequence of Events 

Based on these facts, a sequence of events can be hypothesized. 

a. The mold is initially a mixture of sand, clay, and water with some carbon additives. 
Water should be adsorbed on the sand surface and condensed in the sand voids. The 
gas in the voids consists of humid air. 

b. After the molten metal is introduced, the water in the sand (near the interface) 
immediately vaporizes. This can cause a thousand-fold increase of the gas volume. 

c. The vaporizing water effectively flushes the air out from the interface. For moist 
molds the initid gas composition should have absolutely no effect on the resulting 
atmosphere. 

d. The only gas present immediately after pouring is water vapor. It can react with 
carbon or metal according to these reactions: 

The equilibrium for both reactions is very far to the right, but the equilibrium for the 
oxidation of carbon is several orders of magnitude greater than that for iron. As long as carbon 
is present, iron will not oxidize. Since there is a lot of carbon in the metal and that is where the 
temperature and catalytic effects are greatest, the majority of the reactive carbon is from the 
metal. 

e. Initially, the amount of water compared to carbon is very large (even larger when no 
carbon is added to the sand). This allows a competing reaction to form CO,: 

After the water is diluted with reaction products the equilibrium no longer favors CO, 
and its concentration should decrease. 

f. A layer of CO and H, builds up at the interface. This was produced by an equilibrium 
reaction so they will be effectively inert at the metal surface. A concentration Fadient 
exists so these gases will diffuse away from the interface. Also, reaction conmues at 
the interface producing 2 moles of product for every mole of water that arrives. This 
causes a convective flux of products from the interface. 
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g. The reaction depletes the carbon in the first molecular layer of the metal. This 

produces a concentration gradient and the reaction becomes limited by diffusion of 
carbon through the molten metal to the interface rather than by chemical reaction. 

h. As soon as water reaches the interface it reacts with carbon. This produces a 
concentration gradient through the product layer. The reaction rate also becomes 
limited by this diffusion rather than by chemical reaction. 

i. As the metal cools down the situation gets more complicated. The reactions may not 
be at chemical equilibrium. Also, the metal surface forms a skin which prevents 
carbon from diffusing through the molten metal to replace the reacted carbon. 
Whatever happens, the experiments show that during the time frame of interest the 
interfacid gas composition does not change much. 

3.5.7.3 Discussion 

The objective of the mold-metal atmosphere experiments was not only to measure the 
effect on composition of several variables, but to understand how it is related to chemical 
penetration. However, to date there has been no compelling evidence that chemical penetration 
has ever been seen for gray iron in green sand molds. Could it be a myth? 

Oxidizing atmospheres could not be produced in the laboratory experiments even with 
high moisture and no carbon additives. Surfaces of laboratory castings showed no evidence of 
penetration. Thermodynamic analysis confms that oxidation of iron under these conditions 
should be impossible. In fact, industrial practitioners could not provide samples or convincing 
accounts that chemical penetration had ever occurred. All penetration defects seem likely to 
result from mechanical or expansion penetration. 

Why doesn't chemical penetration occur? The fnst step requires oxidation of iron to 
FeO. The equilibrium conversion for oxidation of carbon is much higher than that of iron. As 
long as carbon is available it will act as a sacrificial element and react with water. More than 
enough carbon is dissolved in the metal to prevent any iron oxidation. 

This means that chemical penetration cannot occur with gray iron in green sand molds. 
The carbon in the metal is oxidized by steam before the iron or other metals. The reducing 
atmosphere (CO and HJ produced by this reaction blankets the casting and protects it from 
further oxidation. A small amount of carbon addition to the mold prevents even a temporary 
oxidizing atmosphere, but large amounts of carbon do not significantly change the gas 
composition. The mold atmosphere measured in The University of Alabama casting laboratory 
were verified in trials at The University of Northern Iowa, Ashland Chemicals, Dalton 
Foundries, and Rochester Metal Products. 

3.5.8 The Effect of Seacoal 

Seacoal is added to the sand mix to prevent penetration. A number of explanations have 
been given for its effectiveness, the most popular one in the United States being that seacoal 
burns and produces a reducing atmosphere which prevents oxidation of the metal. However, as 
the experiments described above clearly show, the effect of seacoal on the composition of the 
mold atmosphere is minimal, and, for cast iron, of little importance, since the carbon in the metal 
is high enough to produce its own reducing atmosphere. But seacoal clearly is effective in 
reducing penetration defects. Why? 

Coal is a mixture of carbon and volatile organic compounds. As it is heated, the 
compounds begin to expand. In so doing, they deform the coal. Coal is actually plastic when it is 
heated. If a block of coal is placed in an oven so that it completely fills the space in the oven, 
and only a small hole is left in the top of the oven, as the coal is heated a coal "worm" will be 
noticed growing out of the hole in the oven. In other words, coal heated to the temperatures of 
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molten iron can deform and ooze into the spaces between the sand grains, filling them up, and 
mechanically blocking the movement of penetrating iron. 

That this actually occurs can be seen in Figure 3.12. Deformed seacoal (which, because 
the gaseous impurities have been liberated from it now appears as vitreous carbon) is found 
dispersed between the sand grains. In this case, taken from a casting poured in a commercial 
foundry, the plastic deformation of the seacoal and its movement between the sand grains was 
not enough to counteract the pressure of the metal (which was being squeezed into the sand by 
the expansion of eutectic graphite). However, the appearance of the seacoal clearly shows that it 
operates by flowing between sand grains at the interface. 

Figure 3.12. Enlarged area of metal penetration shown in Figure 3.1. The large dark areas on 
the photograph are silica sand grains surround with bentonite. The lighter gray 
areas between the metal and sand p i n s  are vitreous carbon. Magnification 250x. 

4.0 Prediction of Penetration 

4.1 The Penetration Index 
' Section 3 (above) discussed the basic equation which governs penetration of cast iron in 

sand molds, and evaluated analytically and experimentally each of its terms. With this 
information, it should be possible to evaluate equation 3.1 and predict the conditions under 
which penetration will occur. 

We hase shown that P, is negligible for cast iron in sand, so this term can be dropped. 
P,, has been shown to depend on the design of the casting and/or the gating system, and, as 
such must be evaluated (as discussed) separately for each casting. For this reason, it will be 
dropped from the general analysis. And, we also have shown that there is no chemical 
penetration, so that Puis always negative. 

With this in mind, we can substitute into equation 3.1 and solve for the length of 
penetration Lp' When this is done, the result is: 

tp  (1-fd)3(pgh+pV2+-y~vcos0) 4 
de 
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When there is no penetration, Lp = 0. We can solve the equation for any of the variables, 

such as fd or 8, to determine the minimum value they should have if all other variables are held 
constant so that penetration is just avoided (i.e., so that the length of penetration is 0). However, 
of all the variables, the one which is easiest to control by the foundryman is the contact angle, 8, 
because it depends on composition and temperature. When we do this, we find that: 

€I,, = c o s d [ - A ( p g h + p V 2 ) ]  4YLV 

8, is the critical contact angle at which penetration is expected to occur, based on the 
processing variables which the foundry uses for the mold, the mold hardness, and the height of 
the casting. In other words, futing the mold variables, which are determined by the casting 
height and the molding system used, establishes the critical contact angle for penetration. I f .  
these are changed, a different value for the critical contact angle is found. 

Depending on the composition and pouring temperature of the metal, however, the actual 
contact angle, 8~ the metal makes with the mold will usually be different from the critical 
contact angle. If the actual contact angle is greater than the critical contact angle needed for 
penetration, no penetration is expected. This can be expressed as a Penetration Index: 

When P is less than 1, penetration is likely. P is an indicator of whether or not penetration 
is likely to occur, assuming that the casting an4gating system are designed so that expansion 
penetration does not occur. 

4.2 Validation of the Penetration Index 

The Penetration Index was validated in the foundry laboratory at The University of 
Alabama and at four other foundry sites, and found to be valid. Details of the casting validation 
trial at The University are given below: 

Two castings were poured, one 12 inches high, and one 22" (0.56 m) high. Data was 
entered into the Penetration Index equation for both castings as shown in Table 4.1. 

No penetration was found in the shorter casting, as predicted. Penetration was found, 
however, in the taller casting, at the height predicted (see Figure 4.1). 
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Table 4.1 Metal and Mold Variables used for Penetration Index Verification Test 

Mold Variables 
Metallostatic Head (m) 
Mold Hardness 
AFS GFN 
Metal Velocity (m/sec) 
Metal VariabIes 
Cast Iron Composition 
%C 
%Si 
%Mn 
%P 
%S 

Superheat Temperature (“C) 
PENETRATION INDEX 

12 

0 

12 “ Casting 
0.31 
87 
71 
0 

3.50 
1.80 
0.70 
0.12 
0.12 
200 
1.04 

22” Castin3 
0.56 
87 
71 
0 

3.50 
1.80 
0.70 
0.12 
0.12 
200 
0.87 

0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 
Penetration Index 

1.05 1.10 

Fi-me 4.1. Plot of Penetration Index as a function of metallostatic height. The graph shows for 
the variables used in the experiment (given in Table 4.1) that liquid metal 
penetration should not be observed over 8” in casting height. The actual casting, had 
metal penetration at a height of 9”. 

A major advantage of the penetration index is that it not only indicates when a problem is 
possible, it can be used to indicate what corrective actions are possible. Figres 4.2 to 4.4 show 
three gnphs to illustrate this point. In Figure 4.2, the conditions selected give a penetration 
index vdue of 0.97, indicating that penetration is likely. However, the ,pph shows that the 
index would become positive if the carbon content were reduced to 3.2% (holding the silicon 
content constant) or the silicon content was increased to 2.0% (holding the carbon content 
constant). The trend lines show that a general increase in silicon and/or decrease in carbon will 
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be beneficial; by substituting in possible compositions the foundry can determine what metal 
composition will alleviate the penetration problem. The graph also shows that changing the 
phosphorous, sulfur or manganese levels will probabIy not have much effect on the penetration 
index. 

Figure 4.5 shows what can be done with the mold variables to eliminate penetration if 
changes in composition of the magnitude shown are not possible. The mold hardness can be 
raised from 87 to 90, or a finer sand can be used, or, if possible, a shorter cope can be used to 
decrease the height of the casting plus risers. 

Metal Variables 
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%Si - %m - %P 
SupHeat 

- - 
Figure 4.2. Graph of metal variables used in verification experiment for a metallostatic height of 

16”. This gives a Penemtion Index of 0.97 the variables used in Table 4.1. 
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Metal Variables 
0.14 

0.12 

0.10 
# 

0.02 

0.00 
0.90 0.95 1 .00 1.05 1.10 

Penetration Index 
%P - %S - 

Figure 4.3. Since sulfur and phosphorus additions are made in small quantities, another metal 
graph is provided to identifying the effect of phosphorus and sulfur on the 
Penetration Index. 

Penetration Index 
HB H- GFN - - 

Figure 4.4. Graph of the mold variables determined from the Penemtion Index equation. The 
graph used the same inputted variables as shown in Fi,g 4.2. 
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5.0 Conclusions 

1. Penetration of cast iron into sand molds is caused by the physical movement of liquid metal 
into the sand. No oxidation of the liquid metal surface takes place, and no reaction between 
iron and oxygen in the mold atmosphere to form iron oxide is possible under pouring 
conditions normally encountered in cast iron production. The mechanisms of penetration can 
be analyzed by a simple pressure balance equation. Use of the Penetration Index clearly 
shows what the effect of altering casting variables will be on the occurrence of penetration. 

2. The three driving forces for penetration are dynamic penetration, metallostatic penetration, 
and expansion penetration. Each operates over its own distinctive part of the pouring and 
solidification sequence, as shown in Figure 5.1. 
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of Pouring Fill Solidification Significant Skin Solidfiation 

Figure 5.1. Schematic illustration of the three types of mechanical penetration and their 
occurrence as a function of time. 

3. Dynamic penetration occurs only during pouring. It results from excess velocity of the molten 
metal as it enters the casting cavity. It is corrected by altering the gating system to reduce the 
gate velocity of the metal. 

4. Metallostatic penetration operates from the moment metal enters the casting cavity until a 
solid skin has formed and liquid is no longer present at the mold/metal interface. 
Metallostatic penetration is due entirely to the pressure exerted by the weight of the molten 
metal in the mold. It can be countered by altering mold hardness, sand GFN, metal 
composition and pouring temperature. 

5. Expansion penetration results from the pressure exerted on molten metal at the interface by 
the expansion of graphite during eutectic solidification. It is caused by incorrect thermal 
management of the solidification sequence, allowing hot spots to exist where liquid metal is in 
contact with the mold interface, but cut off from the rest of the casting. Expansion penetration 
is countered by assuring that the casting freezes progressively from all parts of the casting 
surface to a riser or gate. 

6.  Although further confirmation is necessary, it appears that seacoal is effective in countering 
penetration by plastic deformation into the interstices between the sand grains at the 
mold/metal interface. 
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APPENDIX A - Literature Review 

The general term for metal penetration accepted by the foundry industry, as defined by 
Draper and Gaindar (1979, is the condition in which liquid metal has entered the pore space of the 
molding material up to and beyond the first layer of sand grains. Before describing the 
mechanisms of cast iron penetration defects, it is necessary to first clarify the two different types of 
penetration defects. The penetration defects are classified in order of severity as follows: 

1. Burn-On/In. In steel, the difference between burn-on and bum-in was the type of 
fayalite phase formed at the casting interface. The term bum-on will be used since this 
research has shown that fayazite does not form in cast iron. Bum-on is the condition 
where the molten metal has penetrated the mold surface up to the midpoint of the first 
layer of sand grains and does not chemically react with the sand Occasionally, the sand 
grains adhere to the casting surface but can be removed easily. The surface of the 
casting has the appearance of small protrusions as a result of the sand grains and the 
solidified metal being in contact. 

2. Metal penetration. This is the condition where the molten metal has penetrated 
beyond the first layer of sand grains. The resultant mass of metal and sand grains is 
permanently adhered to the casting surface requiring removal by chipping or grinding. 
Figure 3.3 shows a photomicrograph of this condition. In some cases, this 
agglomerated mass is so large or difficult to remove that the casting has to be scrapped. 

A.l  Mechanical Penetration 

Mechanical penetration is the transport of molten metal into the interstices of the molding 
aggregate as a result of excessive ferrostatic pressure (Wagner, 1979). Variables that influence 
mechanical penetration are sand fineness, pouring temperature, metallostatic pressure, surface 
tension and contact angle between the liquid metaI and molding material, and external pressure 
such as mold gas pressure (Fawley, 1974). 

A.1.1 Effect of Molding Media 

Early investigators realized that soft ramming of a mold or lower sand fineness lends to an 
increased tendency for penetration (Goodale, 1930). The average pore size between the sand 
grains was considered to be the main factor in metal penetration caused by metallostatic pressure. 
Sand fineness, represented by AFS gain fineness number (GFN), and the degree of compaction 
determines the average pore size (Thorpe, 1950). Increasing the sand fineness or raising the bulk 
density of the sand dramatically increases the resistance to metal penetration as shown in Fi3qxe 
A.2 and A.3. Variables that affect the metallostatic pressure are pouring temperature, chermcal 
composition of the liquid metal, and casting height. In the absence of other external variables such 
as chemical reactions with the metal and molding material, physical penetration can be corrected by 
a judicious selection of sand fineness and adequate ramming of the mold. 
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Figure A.2. Experimental linear relationship between the bulk density of a molding aggregate and 
required casting height to cause mechanical penetration (Thorpe, 1950). 
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Figure A.3. Experimental logarithmic relationship between the sand fineness and the casting 

A.1.2 Melt Chemistry 

height required for mechanical penetration (Thorpe, 1950). 

Alloying additions to cast iron are usually done to enhance the physical and mechanical 
properties. They also change the surface energy of the liquid metal. Hoar and Atterton (1950) have 
shown that liquid iron does not wet silica. Because of the non-wetting behavior of iron and silica, 
iron connot penetrate into the void space between the sand grains unless sufficient pressure is 
applied, as by metallostatic pressure ( the height of the liquid metal). However, the critical 
metallostatic pressure required to cause liquid state penetration is a function of the surface tension 
and contact angle of the iron alloy. Hoar and Atterton showed that the critical pressure is directly 
proportional to the surface tension of iron. They also found that as the surface tension of iron is 
reduced by alloy additions, the critical pressure for penetration also decreases. 
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A.2 Mold-Metal Interface 

Several impartant studies have been made of con&tions at the mol&metal interface. These 
include temperature, pressure and composition of the gas, its rate of evolution, and the chemical 
readons thatproduce the gas. 

A. 2.1 Interfacial Temperature 

Emmaas and Bach (1955) were among the first to measure the temperature near the mold. 
metal interface whik making steel castings. The temperature at distdnces of 1/4", 1/2' and 1" from the 
interface in sand-silica flour molds was measured using bare and sheathed platinum-pkrinum 10% 
rhodium thermocouples andan optjcal pyrometer. It tak& about 15 minutes to' re& themelting point 
of steel at 1/4" from theinterface and the temperature gradient with distance reades a stedy s t a t  after - - 
about the same amount of time 

Sanders (1965) measured thetemperatureat themoldmetal interface in a gray iron-green sand 
systm andreparted thatpenmation was obsaved twominutes after pouring when the te rnpram at 
1/8" €?om the inredace was only 1oooOC. The nature of this penetration is not clear. The temperature 
at theinterface stayed above themelting point of cast iron for about 8 minutes after pouring. Owusu 
andhper  (1978) and Wagner (1979) reparted similar trends in the tempxature profile in green sand 
molds when stet3 was p o d  but the actual ternpahues were higher. An increase in the moisture 
conknt of the green sandmoldproduced lower interface temperatures. Thegreater evaporation of the 
wata in the w e e r  molds and possibly a higher heat transfer rate due to forced conwtion kegt the 
interfacial t e m p t m  Iowa. Levelink and J u k n  (1973) measured the temperature, at varbus 
distances insjde the metal in a gray iron-furan bonM chrunite sand systm. The metal was SOU 
instantly after it camein conact with the sand but it heatxi up and became liquid again. 

A.2.2 Interfacial Pressure 

Owusu and Dr-r (1978) were the first to m m e  the pressure at the mol&metal interface 
using an inched tubewater manmeter. The pressure at the intaface of their green sand mol&steel 
systm was atmospheric An initial pressure of about 2.2" of water (1.005 am) immediately after 
pouring dropped rapilly to about 0.2" of water. Themold was being pur@ from the bottom and so 
the pressure inside themoldmight have been slightly higkr than in a n o d  mold Wa,m (1979) 
repeated these t e s ~  and repcrted similar results. In addition to the water manometer he verified the 
pressures with a pressure transducer. 

Bates and Mome (1981) measured the pressure in a gray ironfuran core Their pressure- 
timeprofiles show larg spikes in theinterfacial pressure. The pressure reached a maximum of 1.25 
atm absolute whi& is much higher than in the case of grm sand molds. This is not surpising 
because an i n m e  in thepemabiliy of the mold should redxe the amount of gas accumuladon at 
themold-metalinterface thereby decreasing the pressure at theinterface. Also, higher LO1 of the sand 
should produce greater gas evolution rates andhigher pressures. 

A.2.3 Interfacial Gas Composition 
The gas composition measurements conducted by the varjous inves tigatars can be divkled into 

two caqories. The first type of test maintained a conrolled gas atmasphere by flushing the mold 
with a specific gas. These t e s ~  revded the effect of a particular gas atmosphere (and oxidizing 
potential) on surfice defects. The gas atmosphere used in these tests does not rekct the gas 
atmosphere in normal molds. The second type of test simply c o k t e d  the total gas evolved or the gas 
s p d i d y  from the interfacial area to analyze for composition 
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A.2.3.1 Confmlled Atmosphere Tesfs 

The impcrtance of gas atmaphere on the s- quality of steel castings was first 
demonstrated by Savage andTaybr (1950). Stahless steel andcarbn s tdpins  heakd in a reducing 
and neuttal atmosphere did not react with the sand, whexeas the same pin lost its metallic lustr and 
produced fayalite in an air atmosphere. D r a p  and Gaindhar (1977) alttxed the gas atmospheres in 
green sand molds by flushing the mold with an oxidtizing, reducing or neutral gas befm, during and 
afm pouring a steel casting. Molds p o d  in reducing and neutral atmospheres had a smoorher 
casting surface whereas castings madein air andcarbon dioxide atmosphere showed signifkant metal 
penetration They may have unwittingly redxed the moisture contnt of the mold whik flushing 
because they could not produce similar results in an oxygn atmosphere. Owusu and Draper (1978) 
and Wagner (1979) later repeated this same expaknent with additional equipment to control the 
moisture conent of the flushing gas and prevent the drying of the mold Their results confirmed that 
oxidizing atmospheres produce poorer surface qual@ and more penetration than reducing. 
atmospheres. 

A. 2.3.2 Interfacial Gas Measurements 

All previous measurements of interfacial gas composition were made with a gas 
chranatogrqh. Some investigams pulkd samples from the interface with a tube whik others 
collected thegas evolved. 

Emmms andBach (1955) measured the gas atmosphere in a s t e d  casting and found that the 
predominant gases at themoldmetal interface were carbon monoxide and hydrogen. The composition 
of these two gases rose rapidly and reahed a relatively constant value after the fist 4 minutes. 
Carbon dioxide, oxygen andnitmgen accounted for less than 20% of the total gas. 

One of the most extensive gas composition analyses to date was done by Scott and Bates 
(1975, 1976, 1977,1978) on steel and gray iron p o d  in various chemically bonded mold syskms. 
A silica tube placed in the middle of a buchner f u n d  was used to c o k t  the gas samples from the 
interface. Hydrogen and carbn monoxide were once again the main constituents. 

A.2.4 Gas Evolution Rates 

Scott, Goodman and Monroe (1978) and Bates and M o m e  (1981) measured the gas 
evohtion rates from various chemically bonM molds. A bubble flow meter and traer gas injections 
were used to find the flow rate of the gas cokted  from the interface. The gas evolution trend 
resembled thepressure t r e d  There was an iniw rapid evohtion of gas which caused a higher 
pressure initially, folbwed by a deacase in gas evolution and a lower pressure. Difkrent binder 
sysems gave difkrent gas evolution rates and thexe s e e d  to be a cornlation between the gas 
evolution rate and the LO1 of the mold The peak gas evolution rate v& between 15 to 35 cc/sec for 
chemically bonM molds. 

A.2.5 MoId-Metal Reactions 

Savage andTaybr (1950) found fayalite (h silkate, Fe$iO,) reaction product in steel pins 
held moltn in an oxidking atmosphere and in the sand covering foundry castings. It was conduded 
that fayalite was the end product of mold-metal reaciions and its mechanism of formation was by 
oxidation of themetal folbwed by reaction with s h n  oxide. Theoxidation of theiron was belkved 
to be caused by reaction with oxygen, water or carbon dioxide. Fayalite formation in steel castings 
was fourd to be unavoidable and independent of mold atmosphere, cereal additives and moisture 
contnt (Owuu and Draper, 1978), but the thidmess of the fayalite layer f o d  depended on the 
above three variables. Savage and Taybr (1950) conduded that fayalite helps the “pedability” of 
castings andgives good surface finish. Drapx and Gaindhar (1977) repcrted that crystalline fayalite 
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can be more easily remmed from the surEace of the castings than noncrystalline s h t e s  and so 
fayalite does not always cause surface defects. 

Colhgan, Van Vladc and Flinn (1958) studied the reaction between iron and pure sika undg 
different oxidizing atmospheres The reaction depends on the oxidizing potential of the m a p h e :  e, 
as determined by the ratk of carbon dioxide to carbon monoxide in the gas phase and on the 
temperature of the sysem. By repeating some of the experimental points in Darken's Fe-Si-0 
equilibrium diagram they showed that thereadon products at any temperature and for any atmosphere 
can be predicted from this diagram. The gas atmosphere for any systm is first written as an 
equivalent CO,/CO ratio. This v a l ~  along with the temperature is then used to predict the reaction 
products. Similar diagrams need to be drawn for Fe-Si-O-C sysems to understand the effect of 
carbon on theredons. Dissolved carbon gets preferentially oxidized befare the metal and, acting as 
sacrificial element, prevents the oxidation of the metal as indkated by the equilibrium constant for the 
two oxidation reactions. Savage andTaybr (1950) calculated these v a l ~ ~ s  and fourd that the o x y p  
partial pressure for carbon oxidation was about six orders of magnitude less than that for iron 
oxidation. The order of oxidation was C>Si>Mn>Fe. In addition to the f ayak  reaction, Sanckrs 
(1965) hypahesized that iron carbonyls were being f o d  by reaction of iron with carbon monoxide 
at high pressures andlow temperatures. This t h q  was, however, shown to be false on the basis of 
thermodynamic databy Svoboda and Geigr (1969) as such high pressures arenever prated. 
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APPENDIX B - Expansion Penetration 

Heine (1986) has analytically explained the volumetric expansion during eutectic 
solidifkation. This model will be used to demonstrate that metal penetration for cast iron can be a 
result of graphite expansion. The initial composition of the preeutectic austenite phase can be 
estimated by the equilibrium phase line between austenite and graphite as function of silicon 
concentration at 115OOC. The equation of this line is: 

%Cy = 2.11-0.23%Si 

Since alloying additions were made to the cast iron, these additions will affect the maximum 
solubility of carbon in austenite. Using the slope of austenite and graphite phase h e  from the 
ternary diagram, the thermodynamic solubility correction factors used to account for alloying 
additions (Metals Handbook, Vol. 15, 1988), and assuming equilibrium solidification conditions 
exists, the following equation can be used to estimate the maximum solubility of carbon in 
austenite: 

%Cy = 2.1 1-0.23%Si+0.0068~-0.35%P-0.08%S 

where %Cy = maximum solubility of wbon in austenite 

%Si = silicon concentration of the gray iron alloy . 

%Mn = manganese concentration of the gray iron alloy 

%P = phosphorus concentration of the gray iron alloy 

%S = sulfur concentration of the gray iron alloy 

The fraction of austenite and graphite in the cast iron can be simply calculated by using the lever 
rule on the ternary diagram. 

Knowing the maximum solubility of carbon in austenite and assuming silicon is completely 
dissolved in the austenite phase, the spxific volume(spv) of the austenite phase can be determined 
from the following relationship (Heine, 1986): 

spv y, 1155°C = 0.1330 + 0.0013 (%Si-%C) 

The specific volume of the poured cast iron is the sum of the specific volume hction of the 
austenite and graphite phases. The volume expansion or contraction can then be determined by 
comparing the specific volume of the solid cast iron to the specific volume of liquid cast iron. This 
relationship can be written as: 

* 100 spv(so1id) - spv(1iquid) 
spv(1iquid) 

%Vol = 

Thus, if the specific volume of solid cast iron is greater than the specific volume of the liquid, there 
will be volume expansion on eutectic solidification. For expansion penetration, if a solid skin does 
not form at the mold wall, then the remaining liquid in this region will expand upon solidification 
and force the liquid into the pore spaces of the mold. 

Refer en ce 
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APPENDIX C. Evaluation of the Atmosphere at the Mold-Metal Interface 

C.l  Apparatus 

The equipment consisted of the flask, sampling system and instruments. Figure C.l is a 
sketch of the experimental equipment and the flask. More detail can be found in Pattabhi (1995). 

The cope measured 2’ on each side and 1’ deep. The drag was 10” deep. Together they 
held about 200 lbs of green sand The casting was a cylinder with a len-gh of 12” and a diameter 
of 6”. It was gated through the bottom. 

The sampling system was three stainless steel tubes that ran fiom the bottom of the drag to 
within 1/8” of the mold/metal interface. They were held in place by a support bar imbedded in the. 
sand. The mold was rammed with the tubes in place and it was confirmed that their presence did 
not affect the mold hardness. 

Metal 

Sand Probe 
Vent + 

Figure C.l. Schematic diagram of experimental equipment to measure the gas composition at 1/8” 
distance from the mold-metal interface 

An 1/8” tube was used to pull gas with a vacuum pump at a rate of 6-10 cchin. 
Calculations showed that the sampling rate was much smaller than the gas evolution and so would 
not perturb the measurement. The gas first passed through a humidity meter (used in only a few 
experiments) to measure water content. Next was a 2 micron filter to remove particulates and a 
drierite (CaSOJ bed to remove water. Finally it entered a 0-100 amu mass spectrometer which 
could continuously measure the partial pressures of the gases. 

The dried gas was also analyzed with a gas chromatograph. It used a Haysep D column, a 
thermal conductivity detector VCD) and Helium as the reference and carrier gas. The gas was 
either injected with a syringe or an on-line 10 ml sampling loop. 

. 

A Chromel-Alumel thermocouple coated with zirconia paste ran through a l/4” tube to the 
interface. Ternpxature was nxorded With a data acquisition system at 1 xcond intervals. 
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Another 1/4" tube was fitted with a psi to mV transducer to measure pressure. The 
transducer was calibrated to read in the 0-15 psig range and the pressure was recorded on a strip 
chart. 

C.2 Sand Mulling and Mold preparation 

One hundred pounds of washed silica sand of AFS grain fineness number 71 was charged 
into a Beardsley and Piper muller. Weighed amounts of western bentonite (clay) and cellulose 
were added to get 6% western bentonite in the dry sand mixture and the appropriate cellulose 
composition. Measured amounts of water were also added and this mixtun was mulled for about 
5 min. The mdler was kept closed during the mulling operation to minimize evaporation losses. 
A sand sample was withdrawn to check cellulose content using the loss on ignition (LOO test. A 
calculated amount of seacoal was added to the mixture and the mulling was continued for another 5 
minutes. Another sample was withdrawn for an LO1 test. The difference between the weight 
losses on ignition from the second test and that from the first gave the seacoal content of the sand. 
The moisture content in the sand was also determined by finding the weight loss after drying the 
sand samples at 220iF for 3 hours. These tests ensured that the actual sand composition was close 
to the targeted sand composition. 

The compactability of the sand was found by finding the percentage compaction of the sand 
when a standard weight was used to ram the sand three times. The gas permeabirity of a one inch 
section of the sand after ramming it three times with a standard weight was determined using a gas 
permeability meter. The mold hardness of the sand was measured with a mold hardness tester. 
Can was taken to hold these variables constant within controllable limits. 

The sand mixture was put in the pattern flask and the molds were hand rammed with the 
probes in place. The gas composition, pressure and temperature probes were fixed exactly 1/8" 
from the base of the cylindrical cast. This was the closest they could be positioned without the 
molten metal plugging the tubes. 

C.3 Metal Composition and Pouring 

The metal was melted in a 100 k'N, high-frequency induction furnace. Commercially pure 
pig iron was charged and melted in the furnace and chemical adjustments were made to the molten 
pool. Charcoal was added on top of the molten pool to keep a reducing atmosphere inside the 
furnace. The metal composition is shown in Table C.l. 

Table C. 1 Metal composition of gray iron used in experiments. 

The pouring temperature was recorded using a thermocouple. Gas composition data was 
recorded for about 15 min. from the h e  of pouring. A sample injection was taken for gas 



chromatographic analyses, after the gas compositions reached steady state as measured by the mass 
spectrometer. 

C.4 Statistical Design 

The number of experiments N needed to conclusively prove the effect of a particular 
variable depends on the standard deviation 6 and the value of the possible real effect we are looking 
for, A, where N=16 S2/A2. For our purposes using the maximum standard deviation of 1.7% (see 
next section) and calling effects greater than 2.5% as significant, the number of experiments 
required is 7.4 without repetitions. Including repetitions at least 16 experiments were required. A 
two-level factorial design involving four variables and sixteen experiments would be able to detect 
the effect of all the four variables and their interaction effects. The high and low levels of the four 
variables were recommended by the Mold-Metal Interface Committee of the American Foundqmen 
Society. 

C.5 Reproducibility of the Experiment 

The reproducibility of the results using this experimental' setup is illustrated in Fi,wes C.2 
and C.3. Tests 1,2 and 3 in Figure C.2 represent three molds that were prepared using the same 
sand which contained the same amount of seacoal and cellulose. The moisture level and the 
pouring temperature were also kept constant so these three molds were identical and should 
theoretically have had the same gas atmosphere. The difference in gas atmosphere in test 1, 2 and 
3, represents the variability of the results due to experimental error and slight changes in some of 
the variables. The variance in gas compositions in Figure C.3 is summarized in Table C.2. The 
standard deviations are shown in Table C.3. 

Figure C.2 Reproducibility of the Gas Compositions at the Mold-Metal Interface. 
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Table C.2. Variance in experkend results from ~ s t s  1,2 and 3 

The standard deviation in these three experiments was small. The data points collected in the 
fllrstfiveminutes of test 1 werenotusedforcomparisonas this test was done with a slightly different 
gas collection sysem andhadadifkrent timelag. Butafm the first fiveminutes the syskm r e d d  a 
stesdy stat= andthis partof thedatacanstill be used for comparison. There was a very small drop in 
thecarbnconentcausedby burningof thecarbn whenthesandwas us@againintesls 2and3. 
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Figure C.3 Reproducibility of the Gas Compositions at the Mold-Metal Interface. 
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Table C.3. Standard deviation of experimental results from tests 1,2 and 3 

C.6. Free Energy Calculation for a Test Case 

A widely-accepted algorithm for calculating chemical equilibrium is the NASA method 
(Gordon and McBride, 1962) which was modified to include a database management system by 
Kirkpatrick and Pike (1992). The program is called CHEMQ and was used to calculate the 
chemical equilibrium compositions for this system. The program was verified with a test case as 
shown in Pattabhi (1995). A simplified version of the problem studied by Damkohler and Edse 
(1943) and reviewed by Smith and Missen (1982), was used as a test case to check the NASA 
method. The system consists of carbon dioxide, nitrogen, warer, carbon monoxide, oxygen, 
nitrogen monoxide and hydrogen at 2200K and 40 atmospheres produced by the combustion of 
propane in stoichiometric proportion of air. Due to the high temperature the system would behave 
ideally and the reactions would reach Equilibrium. The results calculated by MEMQ agree well 
with those of Smith and Missen as seen in Table C.4. 

Table C.4. Comparison of Chemq’s Results for the Test Case With Smith and Missens. 
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APPENDIX D - Experimental Results for Interfacial Atmosphere Measurements 

DJ Statistid Design 
The objective was to measure the effect of certain variables on the gas composition at the 

mold-metal interface. The important variables in this system include metal composition, sand 
composition, mold properties and pouring temperature. Not all variables were expected to af€ect 
gas composition. For instance, AFS grain fineness number certainly impacts mechanical 
penetration but has no obvious impact on the chemical reactions. 

Four variables and their range of values were recommended by the Mold-Metal Interface 
Committee of the American Foundrymen Society. These were seacoal, cellulose, moisture and 
pouring temperature. The experimental design is shown in Table D.l. The effects measured were 
gas composition (CO, &, N,, O,, CH, and COJ, temperature and pressure. 

Table D. 1. Statistically designed exp&entaI grid showing thevariables with high andlow v a l ~ s .  

Molds 1-16 were the designed experiments. Others were also conducted. Blank 1 and 2 
were molds with no carbon addition. Mold 19 used a phenolic resin with pepset as a catalyst. Its 
purpose was to probe the differences between resin-bonded and clay-bonded molds. Nonvented 
1-3 were poured with the casting cavity completely covered up with a block of sand to see if 
venting the top had a significant effect on composition. Molds 17 and 18 were duplicates of the 
nonvented molds made for comparison. 

D.2 Mold Properties 

The mold properties and pouring temperatures of the actual experiments are shown in Table 
D.2. It was difficult to hit the target values exactly. The cellulose contents were contents were not 
controlled sufficiently to use them in the andysis. 
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Table D.2. Properties of the molds made for gas composition analysis. 

D.3 Interfacial Gas Composition 

Representative gas composition profllles are shown in Figure D.l (Blank 1, no carbon), 
Figure D.2 (Mold 2, high seacoal) and Figure D.3 (Mold 8, low seacoal). These are real-time 
compositions where the time lag and mixing effects were eliminated by correcting the raw data. 
The method for transforming the raw data is descrikd in Pattabhi (1995). 

The main interfacial gases were CO and H,. N, and 0, orifinally at the interface were 
pushed out of the mold by large volumes of steam -within 2 minutes of pouring. Some of the 0, 
may have also been removed by reaction with carbon. CO, and CH, were also formed in much 
smaller quantities. 
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Fi-gre D.l. Gas composition in a mold without seacoal additions (Blank 1). 
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Figure D.2. Gas composition in a mold uirh 4.9% seacoal additions mold 2). 



Figure D.3. Gas composition in a mold with 2.1% seacoal additions (Mold 8). 

The gas compositions changed with time so it was necessary to compare at a representative 
point in time. Seven minutes after pouring was used since an apparent equilibrium was achieved in 
most experiments by this time. The gas compositions at each design level are shown in Table D.3. 
The high levels are represented by “+1” and the low levels by “-1”. X1; X2, X3 and X4 are the 
four variables moistwe, seacoal, cellulose and pouring temperature. The cellulose content was not 
controlled well and should show no significant effect. 

Table D.3. Mold-metal interface .gg composition at different levels. 
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Table D.4 shows the direct effect of the variables on the gas composition along with the 
standard deviation of those measurements and the smallest effect that can be called significant. The 
effect is calculated by comparing the average of a measurement at each level (Hendrix, 1979)s For 
example, to calculate the effect of moisture on the I& concentration: 

Effect = (Z % % at “+1” levels - Z % at “-1” levels)/8 = 1.06% 

This value is not significant. Significant effects are designated with an (s). Even though cellulose 
shows significant effects for CO and H, these are not highlighted because there was little control 
on cellulose level. Significant effects on 0, and N, are also discounted because the levels at 7 
minutes are very low. 

Table D.4. Comparison of the effect of variables on gases with significant effects. 

Increases in seacoal and temperature had the effect of increasing &e HZ to CO ratio. Seacoal 
decreases the amount of CO, formed which decreases the oxidizing potential of the atmosphere. 
Overall, the effects of these variables on the interfacial gas composition was small and probably 
unimportant in affecting chemical penetration. 

While adding carbon to the sand in large amounts is unnecessary to maintah a reducing 
atmosphere, not adding carbon did produce a transient oxidizing atmosphere. Fi,we D.4 shows 
the CO, to CO ratio for Blank 1, Mold 2 and Mold 8 with time. These m no-carbon, low-carbon 
and high-carbon molds. According to Darken’s Fe-Si-0 equilibrium diagram which was verified 
by CoEgan, Van Mack and Flinn (1958) no oxidation of iron will o ;UT for COJCO less than 0.1 
and a temperature above 1200’C. For molds with carbon additions the ratio never exceeded 0.1. 
However, for the blank molds, the ratio did exceed 0.1 for a few minutes. Still, no penetration 
defects were seen on the castings. Presumably, the carbon in gray iron acted as a sacrificial 
element for oxidation. 

Phenolic Urethane Mold: 
The interfacial gas composition of the resin-bonded mold (Figure D.5) was similar to the 

green sand molds in that CO and H, were the dominant gases. There was about 7-10% CH, and 
almost no CO, formation. This indicates a more reducing atmosphere. 

Gas Chromatography Results: 

The gas chromatograph showed that no N, or 0, was present after a few minutes. The 28 
mass peak could then only be attributed to .ZO. The chromato,gaph could not be used to measure 
overall composition since hydrogen could not be measured accurately. 
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Figure D.4. Carbon &ox@ and carbon monoxide ratio for three molds as a function of time. 
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Figure D.5. Gas composition in a PEPSET mold (Mold 19). 
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Mold Relative Humidity Temperature 
# % “C 
Mold 2 76.67 21 
Mold 3 78.84 16 
Mold 4 68.07 17 
Mold 9 62.7 8 18 

Water Vapor Content: 

Moisture 
moIe % 

2.23 
2.23 
1.98 
1.82 

Although water is an extremely important component of the gas, it could not be measured 
with the mass spectrometer since it condensed on the intemals and created an excessive 
background signal. For some experiments an in-line humidity meter was used. Table D.5 shows 
that the moisture content of the interfacial gas was about 2 mole % after several minutes. 

Table D.5. Moisture content of the gas sampled from the mold metal interface. 

The temperature profiles at 1/8” from the mold metal interface of green sand molds are 
shown in Figure D.6. The temperature dropped below the melting point of cast iron about a 
minute after pouring. The temperature profiles that are shown here are similar to those reported by 
other investigators (Wagner, 1979, Emmons and Bach, 1955, Levelink and Julien, 1973, and 
Owusu and Draper, 1978). No attempt was made to statistically correlate the temperature with 
design variables. 

2 3 

Time (min) 
4 5 

Figure D.6. Temperature profile at 1/8” from the mold-metal interface. 
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D.5 Interfacial Pressure 

The pressure increase at the mold-metal interface was about 0.01 psig, close to atmospheric 
pressure. There was no increase in pressure caused as a result of closing the top of the mold. 
These results suggest that gases generated at the mold-metal interface were removed by flushing of 
the mold at the rate at which they were generated, Hence there was no accumulation of gases at the 
mold-metal interface. Owusu and Draper (1978) and Wagner (1979) reported similar pressures at 
the mold-metal interface. 

D.6 - Chemical EquiIibrium Calculation by Free Energy Minimization 

The mold-metal interface is at an extremely high temperature compared to most chemical 
reaction processes. In fact, iron is a common catalyst to speed up the rates of the reactions that 
occur at the interface. It might be assumed that the measured gas compositions are the equilibrium 
amounts. This can be checked by calculating the compositions at the mold-metal interface based on 
an assumption of chemical equilibrium, and to compare these compositions to the actual 
compositions at the mold-metal interface. 

D.6.1 Basis for Calculation 

In order to calculate the equilibrium compositions at the mold-metal interface it is necessary 
to know the temperature, pressure and the initial composition of the system. For the purposes of 
the calculation the following assumptions were made: 

The whole system is at the pouring temperarure of the metal and one atmosphere pressure. 

The metal, sand and the air trapped in the pores of the sand are all completely mixed and the 
system was assumed to be homogenous. 

The composition of the metal and the sand is the same as the ori,ginal composition before 
pouring. - 

The volume of air trapped in the pores of the sand is equal to the pore volume of the packed 
sand. 

The system is isolated and there is no inflow or out flow of mass or energy. 

The pore volume of the sand was estimated from the particle density of the sand grains and 
the bulk density of packed sand with a mold hardness of 85. A basis of 1:l by volume of the metal 
and the sand was used to calculatz the overall composition of the various reactants shown in Table 
D.6. 

D.6.2 Results of the Calculation 

Tables D.7 and D.8 compare the equilibrium and experimental compositions at seven 
minutes after pouring for cereal and non-cereal molds respectively. There is a difference in 
compositions but the agreement is still fairly good considering the assumptions made. Flushing 
the mold by steam produced at the interface displaces most of the initial air trapped in the mold. 
Hence the system no longer behmes like a batch system, which is one of the assumptions made. 
Also, a major source of cvbon is from the metal and the rate of the reactions at the interface are 
probably diffusion controlled. So for an ideal modtl the heat and mass transfer effects on the 
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Reactant . Chemical Formula 

Metal - Gray Iron (1) ~ ~ , ~ o . l , , ~ ~ o . o , , ~ o . , ~ , ,  

Nitrogen (g) N2 

Oxygen (g) 0 2  

Water (1) %* 
Seacoal (s) C,Ho.4Oo., 
Cellulose (s) C6Hl005 

Western Bentonite (s) SiO, 
Sand (s) SiO, 

reactions at the interface have to be considered. In the light of these facts the agreement between 
the predicted and experimental compositions is good. 

Table D.6. Initial composition of reactants at the mold-metal interface. 

Initial Weight 5% 
l81.155% 
,0.004% 

1 0.672% 
l 0.002% 

10.89% 
,0.091% 
,1.09% 
116.096% 

Table D.7. Comparison of equilibrium composition of cereal molds with experimental data. 

The deviation of the thermodynamic equilibrium compositions from the actual interface 
composition is a lot more in the case when the calculations are done at 1357OC as compared to 
140OOC. The reason for this large difference might be thar at 1357OC the metal is a lot closer to its 
melting point of 1250°C; there might be a solid skin famed ar the interface that prevents proper 
contact of the metal, sand and the gases. The system is farther from equilibrium at 1357OC as 
compared to 1400°C. 

The volume of gas in the mold increases over a thousand times from 0.178 liters initially to 
253 liters. This means that the additional gas escapes through the sand and very effectively flushes 
the mold. The= was no carbon dioxide formed at equilibrium. A very small amount of carbon 
dioxide was found in the experiments. The relatively large carbon dioxide peak that disappears 
within ten minutes after pouring in the case of non-cereal molds, is not predicted by the equilibrium 
calculations as it is only a transient effect. There was no oxygen or water left behind at the mold 



metal interface as it was completely reacted in the calculations. In conclusion, free energy 
calculations can help us get useN estimates of the compositions at the mold-metal interface. 

Table D.8. Comparison of equilibrium composition of non-cereal molds With experimental data. 

Species I Blank Mold, 1357"CI 

D .6.3 Effect of Water to Metal Ratio on Equilibrium Compositions 

The main reactants at the mold-metal interface are metal and water. AlI the other reactants 
are present only in small quantities. Water is also present in small quantities compared to the metal 
but it is still important as it is the only oxidizing gas available. The oxygen initially present in the 
air trapped in the sand is in extremely small quantities and gets flushed out by the steam. Hence an 
important variable that would determine the reaction products is the water to metal ratio which is 
also approximately equal to the water to carbon ratio. This ratio is constantly varying at the mold- 
metal intedace. Immediately dter pouring, the steam that is generated completely envelops the 
metal and hence this ntio would be at its maximum. A little later the amount of water at the 
interface reduces as it is removed by reaction with the metal and is also flushed out. Hence the 
mold starts drying-out. 

An increase in the water to metal ratio makes the gas atmosphere more oxidizing and 
increases the amount of oxidation products forme&. The mam oxidation products that are formed 
are carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and iron oxide. Carbon monoxide exerts a reducing 
atmosphere and is not of interest here. However, the formation of carbon dioxide and iron oxide 
would indicate that there is a severe oxidizing atmosphere and a chance of penetration. Using 
chemical equilibrium calculations the change in equilibrium composition of carbon dioxide and iron 
oxide formed with changes in this ratio is shown for a mold with no cereal additions and for a 
mold with 2.1% cereal additions in Figures D.7 and D.8 respectively. 

Clearly more carbon dioxide and iron oxide an formed as the gray iron to water ratio 
decreases. It is interesting to note that as the water to iron ratio increases, carbon dioxide is first 
formed which is followed by a region were both the oxides are formed. Thus, if iron oxide is to 
be formed then carbon dioxide must also be formed simultaneously. From the mold experiments 
we know that there is very little carbon dioxide produced in molds with cereal additions. In these 
molds there can be no iron oxide formation and hence there can be no chemical penetration. 
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Figure D.7. Mole fraction FeO, CO, formed versus Fe:qO ratio without cereal addition. 
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Figure D.8. Mole fraction FeO, CO, formed versus Fe:E&O ratio 3 -. 1% seacoal addition. 

Comparing Figure D.7 and D.8 it is cia- that the water to iron ratio required to form a 
specific percent of carbon dioxide increases slightly as a result of adding 2.1% of cereal to the 
sand, In the case of non-cereal molds we h o w  that there is a transient formation of carbon 
dioxide so we may or may not have iron oxide formation and hence chemical penetration. Since 
there was no penetration seen in the experiments even in the case of the blank molds, we can safely 
conclude that fiere is no chemical pe netration in a v  iron castines made in meen - sand molds. 
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APPENDIX E - Physical Chemistry of Surfaces 

E.1 Contact Angle 

Penetration of liquid metal into the void space of the molding aggregate can be described by 
the phenomenon of capillary rise or dcpression with the use of Young and Laplace equation 
(Adamson, 1988). Figure E.l shows the difFerence between the behavior of a liquid in contact 
with a solid capillary tube is marked by the rise or depression of the curved meniscus. As for the 
case for a concave meniscus, the liquid lies parallel to the capillary wall and is constrained to the 
wall by its surface tension. For this condition, the liquid wets the solid capillary tube. For a 
convex meniscus, the liquid is not constrained to the capillary wall and the pressure difference 
across the liquid surface is such that the pressure in the liquid is greater than in the gas phase. For 
this case, the liquid is considered non-wetting- 

Young and Laplace recognized that the molecular attractive forces in the liquid surface 
would mate a pressure difference across the curved interface (Davies, 1961). To formulate this 
pressure difference across the curved surface, consider a gas bubble of radius r. If the gas bubble 
is enlarged by an amount dry the work required is 8snydr. Now, instead of changing the curved 
surface of the gas bubble by adding or remoiing particles, the surface is changed by an external 
pressure Ps. Hence, the work done to change the size of the surface is PsdV. Substituting for the 
volumetric change of the surface and equating to the work of changing the radius gives: 

I A p  I 

Figure E.l. Capillary rise, (a) and depression (b). (a) shows a liquid that is considered to be 
wetting while (6) shows the czse for a liquid that is non-wetting. 

2-Y P, =- r Eq. E.l 

However, the curved surface of the capill,Tv tube is restrained by the internal walls. If one 
considers the meniscus of the liquid 2s part of a spherical drop of radius r, the liquid surface is 
tangential to the solid inner walls of the tube and the contact angle 8 is zero. Since the solid 
material of the inner walls can affect equilibrium conditions, the contact angle may be greater than 
zero. Assuming that the meniscus is >?ill spkrical in shape, one can write: 



r = r,cose 
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Eq. E.2 

Substituting r in equation E.1 with rl and y is the surface energy between the liquid and vapor 
phase gives: 

P, = 2yL4ose/r Eq. E.3 

Mathematical analysis of equation E.3 shows that: 

when 8400, P, >o indicating wetting behavior of the liquid 

when 0>900, P, <o indicating non-wetting behavior of the liquid 

E.2 SessiIe Drop Method 

Within the buIk of a pure liquid metal, individual atoms are attracted to each other because 
of an equal intermolecular force balance between the atoms. A surface is defrned as aiegion where 
there is an asymmetrical force field separating the effect of the metallic atoms in its liquid and vapor 
state. The net resultant force of the surface atoms is from the balance between the liquid atoms 
leaving the monolayer of the surface and the intermolecular forces of the bdk that attracts the vapor 
atoms back to the monolayer surface. 

The most accurate technique presently available for measuring surface tension, particularly 
at high temperature, is the sessile drop method. This method has been successfully used in the 
evaluation of particulates for composite materials. In the sessile drop method, a metal sample is 
placed on a higher melting temperature material, referred to as the substrate, and is heated until the 
sample becomes a molten liquid droplet. The final shape of the static drop, familiarly r e f e d  to as 
a sessile drop, can be determined by the force balance that produces a sphere by minimizing the 
surface free energy of the liquid and the gravitational force of the droplet on the surface of a 
substrate that tends to flatten the droplet (Davies, 1961). The force balance between the surface 
tension and gravity intrinsically gives the sessile drop an elliptical shape in appearance for a non- 
wetting liquid. 

The equilibrium configuration of a non-wetting liquid droplet resting on a flat, chemically 
inert solid surface is determined by the surface tension relationship between the solid and vapor, 
liquid and solid, and liquid and vapor, assuming that the system is saturated with the liquid vapor 
as schematically shown in figure E.2. The equilibrium balance, in terms of surface tension and 
contact angle, can be expressed by Young's equation: 

Eq. E.4 

where yLv is the liquid/vapor surface tension, ys,, is the solid/vapor surface tension, ysL is the 
liquid/solid surface tension, and 8 is the contact angle. Though 0 can be measured directly and yLv 
determined from the shape of the droplet, the values of ysv and ysL cannot be easily determined 
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Figure E.2. Surface energy balance for the liquid metal -- solid silica system. 

The contact angle can be used as a parameter in determining the wetting characteristics of 
the a liquid metal on ceramic substrates. If the contact angle is greater than No, the liquid metal is 
considerednon-wetting. On the contrary (i.e. when the contact angle is less than No), the liquid 
metal is considered to be wetting. The degree of wettability is a function of temperature and 
surface roughness. 

E.3 Surface Energy of Cast Iron 

When a solute is added to the bulk liquid, the surface tension as well as the contact angle 
changes as result of the intermolecular forces between the solute atoms and solvent atoms. For the 
case where yLv > yLv and depending on the total free energy of the system, small 
additions of elements generally decrease the surface energy of the metal. If the change in surface 
energy is significant, the solute additive is said to be surface active. For binary iron alloys, th is is 
true for metallic and non-metallic additions as shown in Figure E.3 (Allen, 1972). 

Alloying elements change the surface tension of cast iron. Extensive research performed 
by Washchenko and Rudoy (1962) on cast iron showed that carbon, silicon, manganese, sulfur, 
phosphorus; and magnesium additions have significant effects. Figure E.4 shows the surface 
tension dependence of carbon and silicon. It can be seen fiom Figure E.4 that for a 0.1 % Si alloy, 
the minimum surface tension occurs at the eutectic point of 4.3% carbon. As the silicon content 
increases, the minimum surface tension shifts to the left, corresponding to a lower carbon content. 
This shift is also observed for the eutectic point of the iron-carbon-silicon phase diagram. Also, 
Fi,pre E.4 shows that as the carbon content decreases, the surface tension increases. 

In Figure E.5, it can be seen that the influence of manganese is significant at contents above 
1.5% Mn. Below this level, manganese is neutralized by sulfur because of the formation of MnS, 
which is insoluble in cast iron. Sulfur, on the other hand, is known to be a surface active element 
in cast iron. As shown i? Fi,we E.6, the surface tension is strongly dependent on the sulf’ur 
content and logarithmically decays with increasing sulfur contex Addition of phosphorus, as 
shown Fi,pre E.7, has little influence on the surface tension of cast iron. The surface energy 
effect of manganese, sulfur, and phosphorus is in line with the data for binary iron alloys shown in 
FigureE.3. 
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Figure E.3. Effect of various elements on the surface energy of liquid iron at 155O-157O0C (Allen, 
1972) 
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Figure E.4. The effect of silicon on the surface tension for varying carbon concentrations. 
(Washchenko and Rudoy, 1962) 

Figure E.5. The effect of manganese on the surface tension of cast iron. (Washchenko and 
Rudoy, 1962) 
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Figure E.6. The effect of sulfur on the surface tension of cast iron. (Washchenko and Rudoy, 
1962) 

Fi,w E.7. 

Phosphorus Concentration (wt%) 

The effect of phosphorus on the surface tension of cast iron. (Washchenko 
Rudoy, 1962) 
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of pure iron as shown in Figure E.9. In a theoretical study on the effect of oxygen in the iron- 
silica system by Kaptay and Stefanescu (1991), the contact angle was calculated as a function of 
temperature and oxygen content in the liquid iron. Shown in Figure E.9, an iron at 15500C 
dissolved with 0.006% 0 has a contact angle of 90°, which is the critical contact angle for wetting, 
is lowered to 50.7' when the oxygen level is at 0.06%. 

E.4 Effect of Temperature 

As the temperam of the system is increased, the atoms in the bulk liquid begin to vibrate 
more and escape the monolayer more ii-equently. The intermolecular forces holding the bulk atoms 
decrease allowing the bulk and the monolayer surface to expand. As result, the surface tension 
decreases with a rise in temperature. This has been demonstrated by several investigators for pure 
iron, numerous binary alloys, and cast iron alloys (Keene, 1988). 

In general, surface tension decreases in a nearly linear fashion with increasing temperature 
(Keene, 1988), provided there is no phase changes in either bulk phase with increasing 
temperature. Rhee (1971) has recognized that there is a general linear relationship between the 
contact angle 8 and temperature. The linear relation can be expressed as: 

COS 8 = 1 + B(T-Tcs) 

or 

cos 8 = 1 + b(ycs - 

Eq. E.5 

Eq. E.6 

where B is the slope of contact angle vs. t e m p e m  line, Tcs is the critical temperature for 
spreading, Le. the temperature at which the contact angle approaches zeio, b is the slope of the 
surface energy vs. temperature line, nv is the surface energy of the liquid metal sessile drop, and 
'yes is the critical surface energy for spreading at Tcs. 

Before discussing the experimental results, a qualitative analysis of Eq. E.6 is in order to 
demonstrate how surface tension data can be used to correlate contact angle data. Clearly, the 
values for the cos 8 term in either Eq. E.5 or E.6 ranges from -1 to +l. Therefore, the term b(ycs - 
nv) from Q. E.6 or B(T-Tcs) from Eq. E.5 must have a range between 0 and -2. In Eq. E.5, the 
sign of the slope, B, has to be positive since the difference in the spreading temperature and actual 
temperature will always be negative. If the same analysis is performed on Eq. E.6, the sign of the 
slope, b, will be negative since nv I ycs. Qualitatively, using Eq. E.5 and E.6 with the data 
reported by Washchenko and Rudoy, an increase in the surface tension of cast iron from an 
increase in temperature will result in a decrease in the contact angle. However, when considering 
the effect of solutal additions to cast iron at constant temperame, a decrease in the surface tension 
will result in a decrease in the contact angle. 
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APPENDIX F - Sessile Drop ExperimentaI Approach 

The objective of this study was to evaluate the parameters that influence the contact angle 
and its relationship to mechanical and chemical penetration using the sessile drop method. The 
following experimental variables were used to assess the role of the contact angle on metal 
penetration: chemical composition of the liquid metal (Cy Si, Mn, P, S, and Mg), chemical 
composition of the sand (silica, chromite, zircon, and carbon), sand additives (seacoal, iron oxide, 
and western bentonite), atmosphere (neutral, oxidizing, and reducing), sand grain fineness, and 
superheat temperature. AlI of these variables investigated have been directly correlated to the cause 
of metal penetration defects. 

F.l Sessile Drop Sample Preparation 

At the onset of this investigation, two groups of alloys were prepared. The first group, 
designated as synthetic grade alloys, were prepared from pure base materials for exploratory , 

experiments to evaluate the role of chemical composition on the contact angle. The second group, 
labeled as commercial grade alloys, were prepared from cornmen3 high grade pig iron and alloy 
additions were made with foundry grade alloys. These alloys were used for the majority of the 
experiments since the results obtained from this study would closely represent the surface energy 
conditions experienced during actual casting operations. 

Both types of sample materials were prepared either in a resistance furnace or in an 
induction furnace. The synthetic grade alloys prepared were based exclusively on pure elements. 
The second type, commercial grade alloys, was prepared from high purity pig iron. After melting 
in either furnace, alloying elements were added to the melt, and then a 5 mm diameter quartz tube 
with a suction bulb attached to one end was inserted into the melt. A cylindrical rod, 
approximately 5-8 cm in lene@, was withdrawn for preparation of the sessile drop sample. After 
vacuum drawing the cylindrical rods, the remaining melt was poured-into a copper mold for 
chemicaI analysis performed with a Spectro spectrometer. Chemical compositions for exploratory 
experiments are given in Table El. Discs, 5 mm high and 5 mm in diameter were sectioned from 
these rods for the sessile drop experiment. Before each experiment the metal sample was polished 
using fine emery grinding paper with 97% isopropyl alcohol, to remove any oxides on the surface. 
The sample was then dried in acetone and immediately placed on the substrate. 

For the statistical m y  of experiments, four base alloys were prepared with high purirj pig 
iron in a 50 lb. lOOkW high frequency induction furnace. The carbon and silicon contents were 
adjusted according to the experimental array before tapping the furnace and casting into a 
cylindrical copper mold. The bars were hctured into 150-225 gram samples. Sixteen samples 
were then remelted in a 100 ml alumina crucible using a low frequency induction furnace. The 
chemical composition of each sample was adjusted according to the paired rows of the 
experimental array. Sessile drop preparation followed the same procedure as previously described. 

Several types of sand substrates were used to evaluate the role of molding aggregate on the 
contact angle of several iron alloys. The sands used are listed in Table F,2 along with sieve 
analysis. The chemical composition for chromite and silica sand is reported in Table F.3. For 
experiments using loose granular sand, sand was placed in a 35mm by 6mm circular crucible. For 
substrates containing no clay binder additives, the crucible was Nled with the dry sand, leveled, 
and then sonically vibrated for 5 minutes. Additional sand was added to the surface, leveled, and 
vibrated for an additional 5 minutes. This step was repeated two more times. 

For the substrates containing clay binders, dry sand and clay binder were added into a bowl 
and thoroughly mixed. Roughly 5-10% water was added to the bowl and Vigorously mixed for 10 
minutes. The sand/clay binder mixture was then hand packed, similar to green sand molding, into 
the circular alumina crucible and leveled The packed crucible was then dried in a furnace at 100°C 
for 4 hours to remove the excess water. 
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.34 
0.08 

- 270 + 325 
PAN 
A F S  GFN 107.9 

Table F. 1. Chemical analysis (wt%) of ferrous alloys 

- - 0.20 
1.13 0.01 0.09 0.0 

107.7 71.0 55.3 105.5 

Table F.2. Characteristics of Ceramic Materials 

-40+50 
-50+70 
-70+100 
- 100 + 140 
- 140 + 200 - 200 + 270 

6.79 
18.31 
33.94 
23.70 
13 7'2 

0.08 
1.25 

31.76 1 
35.40 
3447 I 

I 

7.89 
28.60 
40.48 
17-99 
4.7 1 

Table F.3. Chemical composition (wt%) or specification of materials used for substrate preparation 
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E.2 Vacuum Furnace Method 

Figure F.l shows a schematic diagram of the Centorr furnace chamber 'assembly used for 
sessile drop experiments. The furnace chamber assembly is evacuated using a mechanical pump 
and cyffusion pump capable of maintaining pressure down to to 10" Torr (lo9 to lo8 atm.). 
The furnace can operate under vacuum or in an argon atmosphere. 

Before placing the sample and substrate into the furnace chamber, the specimen support 
was leveled using a bull's-eye level. The crucible was placed on ;op of the support and the 
chamber was then sealed. The furnace chamber was evacuated to 10- Torr and then flushed with 
dried argon gas for 5 minutes. The argon gas was dried by flowing the gas through a heated rare 
earth based copper oxide column to remove oxygen followed by two columns containing sodium 
hydroxide to remove carbon monoxide and magnesium perchlorate for water removal. The 
chamber was reevacuated, filled and flushed with argon for 5 minutes. This step was repeated 
before heating. After the final flushing, the temperature was rapidly increased to the melting Tint. 
of the sample. The temperature was then adjusted slowly to the desired experimental condinon. 
As soon as the experimental temperature was controlled, a series of pictures was taken in two 
minute intervals. The temperature was recorded for each photograph. 

SESSILE DROP 
CERAMIC 

S U T T E  
MERMOCOUPLE / 

TO VACWM 
SYSTEM- OBSERVATION 

WINDOW 
SPECIMEN 
HOLDER RADIATION 

SHIELDS 

Figure F.l. Schematic drawing of the experimental apparatus for the measurement of the wetting 
angle and of the surface energy. 

F 3  Tube Furnace Method 

The experimental method used for the oxidizingkeducing atmosphere experiments is similar 
to that conducted in the vacuum furnace. The ferrous samples and ceramic substrates were 
prepared in the same manner as those prepared for the vacuum furnace. Fi,- F.2 shows the 
experimental setup used for the tube furnace experiments. 
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Figure F.2. Schematic drawing of the vacuum tube fbmace. 
1. Gas Cylinders 9. Gas Analyzer Probe 
2. Flowmeters 10. Thermometer 
3. Drierite Columns 11. Residual Gas Analyzer 
4. Inert Gas Purifier 12. Tube Furnace Chamber 
5. Gas Inlet Valve 13. Mullite Tube 
6. Water Cooled Collar 14. Gas Outlet 
7. Water Cooled End Seal 15: Viewing Port 
8. Thermocouple Probe 16. Water Cooled End Seal 

The sample and ceramic subsmte were placed on a ceramic pedestal and carefully pushed 
to the center of the furnace. The end seals were attached to the water-cooled collar and a high 
temperature gasket sealant was applied to prevent gas leaks. The furnace was programmed with 
the following heating schedule: the furnace was heated to 1200OC in four hours and held at that 
temperature for five minutes 10 complete the melting of the sample and stabilize the drop. This was 
done since there is roughly a 50°C difference from the internal ceramic tube temperature and 
furnace temperature. After holding for five minutes, the temperature was quickly raised to 1350°C 
and held at this temperature for the duration the experiment. The furnace was then allowed to cool 



to room temperature in six hours. Gas analysis of the reaction chamber atmosphere was done 
with a Quadrex 200 mass spectrometer. The mass spectrometer was calibrated during the heating 
cycle with flowing argon by measuring the atmosphere of the chamber and then closing the 
sampling line to record the residual atmosphere in the ionizarion sensor. The difference between 
partial pressures of residual atmosphere and the actual atmosphere gives the actual chemical 
composition of the reaction chamber atmosphere. This was performed several times until the 
vacuum pressure in the ionization sensor stabilized. During the experiment, sampling of the 
chamber atmosphere was taken every two minute. A photograph was taken at this time to record 
the shape of the sessile drop. 
F.4 Contact Angle Measurements 

Contact angle measurements between the sessile drop and sand substrate were performed 
by projecting the photograph image onto a screen and transferring that image to an Olympus C-222 
Image Analyzer through a television camera. A horizontal b e  was drawn along the plane where 
sessile drop and substrate were in contact. The cursor was moved below the horizontal line and a . 
tangent line drawn to determine the contact angIe. 

F.5 Furnace Validation Experiments 

It was important to ensure that results of experiments performed on the Centorr furnace 
were equivalent to those run in the tube furnace. Consequently, a parallel experiment was 
conducted in the two furnaces using a synthetic Fe-3.68%C-1.25%Si alloy on a monolithic quartz 
substrate in an argon atmosphere. The results shown in F i p  F.3 are similar, demonstrating that 
data obtained in the Centorr furnace can be compared with those from the tube furnace. 

o TubeFurnace 
0 110 - A Centorr Furnace " 

0 5 10 ' 15 20 
Time, min. 

Figure F.3. Furnace comparison of synthetic Fe-3.68%C-1.25%Si d o y  on monolithic quartz in 
argon atmosphere at 1235OC. 

F.6 Effect of Sample Geometry 

Some of the experiments performed at the beginning of the =search project were run on 
cubical samples, while most experiments were conducted on cylinc€Scal samples. An additional 
validation experiment was run in the Centorr furnace using silica s m d  GFN 71 as the substrate 
material in an argon atmosphere to compare results obtained with the two types of samples. Data 
in Figure F.4 show that the results are practically independmt of -sample geometry for the first 
minute. Variation in data obtained from the cubical sample could be a result of erroneous 
measurements since, initially, the contact angle was constant and then increased dramatically in five 
seconds. This observed deviation in contact angle is not e n c o u n d  in surface tension work. 
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Experiment No. J 1 2 3 4 I 5 

Generally, any changes in contact angle will occur gradually as a result of thermodynamic and 
kinetic effects. 
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Figure F.4. Comparison of contact angle for a synthetic Fe-3.68%C-L25%Si alloy on silica sand 
71 in argon atmosphere using different sample shapes. 

F.7 Evaluation of Experimental Error 

During experimentation on the L32 array, six experiments with Moy 27-28 on monolithic 
quartz at 15OOC superheat temperature were run to evaluate the experimental error in measuring the 
contact angle. For each experiment 18 contact angle measurements were performed at 2 minute 
time interval. The average contact angles over the time interval for the six experiments are given in 
Table F.4. It was calculated that the mean contact angle was of 122.7' with a standard deviation of 
1.1O. 

Table F.4. Average contact angles for individual experiments 
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APPENDIX G - Statistical Design for Chemical Composition Experiments 

The chemical composition of iron dramatically influences the surface tension as discussed 
in Appendix E. However, most data collected in this area has focused on binary alloys of iron. In 
cast iron, there exists a variety of alloying elements used for the purpose of microstrucural control 
of the graphite shape and type and the accompanying manix structure. In this segment of the 
study, the role of minor alloying additions to cast iron, mainly Cy Si, P, Mn, S, and Mg, was 
evaluated to determine their effect on the surface tension of iron. In the first section, alloys were 
prepared from high purity elements to explore the effect of the elements on the surface tension. 
The next section focused on commercial alloys. These alloys were used in a statistically designed 
experiment to study the main effect of the alloying additions and an equation formulated to predict 
the contact angle based on the chemical composition and superheat temperature. 

(2.1 Preliminary Experiments 

The experimental results in terms of average contact angle for the different commercial 
alloys on monolithic quartz and silica sand with western bentonite additions substrate in an argon 
atmosphere are shown in Figure (3.1. It can be seen that silicon addition increases the contact 
angle of the Fe-3.6%C alloy on monolithic quartz from 119 to 1273. This was an unusual 
observation since silicon additions reduce the surface tension as shown in Figure E.4. This would 
then correspond to an expected decrease in the contact angle. Though not measured, it is surmised 
that the observed increase in the contact angle can be amibuted to the lowering of the oxygen 
content in the Fe-C-Si melt as compared with the Fe-C melt. Theoretical discussion by Kaptay ahd 
Stefanescu (1991) on the effect of oxygen showed that as the oxygen content in a Fe-C melt 
increases the contact angle decreases. Another possible influence is that of the melt superheat. 
Indeed, while the temperature of the drop was the same (130O0C), the Fe-C-Si alloy has a lower 
superheat temperature as compared with the Fe-C alloy. Effectively, as was shown in Figure 3.8, 
a lower superheat temperature corresponds to an increase in contact angle: 

synthetic purity FeGSi alloys } on silica 71 + bentonite 

commercial purity Fe-GSI alloys 
on monolithic quartz substrate 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Minor element, % 

Figure G.l. Influence of minor elements on the contact angle at 1300°C for commercial purity Fe- 
3.68C-1.25Si alloys on monolithic quartz substrate (for comparison the data point of 
the Fe-3.6C alloy is also shown), and for synthetic purity Ft-C-Si alloys on silica 71 
+- 9% sodium bentonite. 

AU the minor elements used in this work, that is Mn, P, S and Mg,. decrease the contact 
angle on monolithic quartz and on silica 71 + bentonite substrates. For dlscussion, the results 
obtained on monolithic quartz will be used since it is not well understood what the effe6t of 
western bentonite has on the contact angle. Also, the surface roughness of the sand substrate will 
significantly alter the true contact angle. Manganese and phosphorus showed little if any influence 
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on the contact angle. Both elements are in line with the findings shown in Figure E.5 and E.6 in 
Appendix E. Sulfur additions significantly decreased the contact angle. This was expected since 
sulfur is considered to be a surface active element in cast iron. 

Surprisingly, magnesium showed the highest specific influence in decreasing the contact 
angle. It was expected that an increase in the content angle would result with the addition of 
magnesium. This unexpected observance in the decrease of the contact angle can be attributed to 
the preparation of the alloy. Initially, the liquid melt was first deoxidized by the addition of silicon. 
Magnesium was then added immediately afterwards. Since the melt is already deoxidized and low 
in sulfur content, the magnesium does not combine with oxygen and sulfur. Thus, magnesium 
acts as a solutal addition to the melt only and will decrease the contact angle. 

G.2 Designed Experiments 

An L32 factorial experimental array was used to assess the role of alloying elements on the 
contact angle of cast iron on monolithic quartz substrates. Preliminary results presented in Section 
G.l showed that alloying elements significantly affect the contact angle. It was shown that silicon 
addition to a base Fe-3.6%C alloy increased the contact angle, though it was unclear if this was the 
result of the effect of superheat temperature (Fe-C-Si has a lower superheat temperature than Fe-C) 
or from the deoxidization of the base alloy by silicon. Also from this study, it was determined that 
magnesium has the highest influence on decreasing the contact angle followed by sulfur, 
manganese, and phosphorus, respectively. However, the influence of the interactions between 
other alloying additions in the melt could not be determined from the exploratory study. For this 
reason, a statistically designed experimental array was developed to determine the role and 
interactions of alloying additions on the contact angle. 

Figure (3.2 shows the main effects of the independent variables determined from a multiple 
regression analysis. As expected, silicon showed a positive response on the contact angle, 
supporting the theory that silicon controls the dissolved oxygen content of cast iron. Manganese 
and sulfur have a strong negative effect on the response of the contact angle. However, the contact 
angle response for manganese addition produced a larger effect than sulfur. This is contrary to the 
fact that sulfur is a stronGer surface active element in cast iron than manganese. One possible 
explanation is the formahon of MnS. At high manganese contents, manganese neutralizes the 
effect of sulfur, particularly at low sulfur concentrations. Thus, the efflect of manganese is 
magnified at low sulfur levels. Carbon, phosphorus and superheat temperature have a positive but 
weak effect since the results fall within the standard deviation of the experiment. Phosphorus also 
exhibited a positive effect; though, it is unknown why phosphorus has this effect since solutal 
additions reduce the smface tension of cast iron based on data presented by Keene (1988). 
However, Levenlinkand Julian (1973) has shown that the depth of penetration decreases with 
increasing concentrations of phosphorus. As explained in Section 3, this is because of the effect of 
phosphorus on the expansion of graphite. 

A multiple regression model was run to predict the contact angle for the chemical 
compositional range used in this study. After constructing several regression models, the 
following mathematical model was selected based on the best root mean square and regression 
coefficient: 

8 = K - A,*[%C] - &*[%Si] - A,*[%S] - A,*[%Mn] - A5*[%P] + A,*T + B,*[%C*%Si] 
- B,*[%CV + B,*[%Si*%S] + B,*[%S*q + B,*[%Mn*%P] 

where [%C] = weight percent carbon 

[%Si] = weight prcent silicon 

[%SI = weight percent sulfur 
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[%m] =weight percent manganese 

[%PI = weight percent phosphoxus 

T = superheat tempratme 

and K is constant, A,-& are the constants for the main effects, and B,-B5 are the constants for the 
interaction effects determined from the multiple qression model. The coefficient of determination 
for this model is R2 = 0.87 and RMS = 2.893. This model is satisfactory in that all factors axe 
included into the prediction equation. The statistical equation developed in this section can be used 
to calculate the actual contact angle for the penetration index. 
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Figure G.2. Plot showing main effect of alloying additions. 


